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Calves Dying with White Scours.
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in my herd very much with what we call
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llttxi'xu, Agricultural KMItor Oxford Hem smell, and are usually white and frothy,
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and in the
worst cases pine away and die. I am
sorely in need-of a preventive as well ae
a cure.
My herd is mostly grade HolAuctioneer,
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I am not what you would call a
m a ink.
Horrii paris,
TU Κ IXDUSTBV.
heavy feeder, but keep my cows in good,
terms Moderate.
fair condition and do nut neglect them
Most of my
at any season of the year.
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(Reepoiue to a<ldrees of welcome delivered by
cows come fresh in December or Janι
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Counsellors at aw,
an»l
Attorneys
"NS.
uary. I feed mixed hay and silage for
wheat bran or middlings,
It is very pleasing to us, as members roughage,
Rl'MKORD KALLS,
Uepartment.
of tiiis Association, to receive this very buckwheat bran, when I oan get it, and
A special Collection
Ralph T. r. «fcei
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cordial and generous welcome that you about one-fourth as much meal as bran."
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have extended to us. The dairymen
The disease of your calves is one of a
L. BUCK.
• rom
nearly every section of this broad bacterial origin, some entertaining the
slate of ours have accepted vour kind belief that it has its origin in the uterus
Surgeon Dentist,
mvitation and have gathered themselves of the cow, and the calf is infected beM A INK
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HIS,
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together m this beautiful city of Auburn fore its birth; others, that iho germ
warranted.
to hold their annual conference and disν '-est work
abounds in the stable and on the teats
ν
play their dairy products for your in- and udder of the cow, and when the calf
spection. It is eminently fitting that nurses it becomes infected. My own
vK 11 Ρ J«NI».
the deliberations of this conference belief is that both of the theories menDentist.
should have the benefits of the city peo- tioned may be and probably are correct,
VAI^K.
ple as well as the rural. The dairymen and, also, that the colostrum of the
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In stables where
are the producers of this great exhi- milk maybe infected.
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bition; the consumers embrace the en- it occurs, I advise a thorough disinfectire population. Every one is interested tion, using zenoleum solution freely on
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m good butter, good butter interests the Hows and also washing the udders
both the maker aud the consumer. It of the cow with a suds made from zeno«S» Surgeon,
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interests the maker because it brings leum soap before the calf is allowed to
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the highest price; it iuterests the con- nurse.
As calves frequently manifest
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sumer because it is pleasiug to his taste.
the disease that never nurse the mothers
and reeldeece.
At the request of the dairymen, the at ail, or are fed on their n]ij,k, we can
MU'tt,
legislature of 1908 iu its wisdom made come to no other conclusion but that
Thus
au appropriation for and appointed a they are born infected sometimes.
Att ·. ney at Law,
Mate Dairy Instructor whose duty it reaeouiog, I have been recommending
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should be to familiarize himself with the giving all pregnant cows, a month beSORWAT,
ne a spe ait/
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dairy industry and give instruction in fore calving, from twenty to thirty
Home Liotk
all of its various branches. He assisted drops of liquid carbolic acid, once or
in the organization of the Creamery men's twice a day. This must be given highly
K iKll K * PARK,
Association, and the co-operation with diluted, a good way being to put the
Law,
at
Since then they have acidP in a half pint of water and using
Attorneys
their patrons.
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produced a more uniform product and of a the water to dampen her feed with.
UKTHBL,
C. Park.
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higher order. Dairying is on the in- Also, as a safeguard against possibly inA tlnon K. Herrlck.
We are producing nearly eight fected milk, draw a pint or more of milk
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per cent more cream this year than last from each teat before the calf is allowed
! IΝ S. HARI.OW,
and last year more than the former, to nurse or the milk is saved to feed it
l'he Dairy Instructor has done much upon.
Attorney at Law,
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toward encouraging, increasing and proAs a treatment for the calf when it is
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He has been taken, I have found nothing superior to
tecting this industry.
largely instrumental in bringing about giving as a tiret dose an ounce of castor
WHEELER,
a better state of feeling between the and an ounce of pure raw linseed oil
creamery men and their patrons. Un- shaken together, in which place Ave
at Law,
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der his instruction the dairy standard is drops of carbolic acid. If the bowels
INK.
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being elevated. This is the leading de^ move frequently, follow with teaspoon
Alton C. Wheeler.
part merit of agriculture and is the^on? doses of a mixture of equal parts tincJanice ï>. Wright.
that will and is doing more than any ture of opium, spirits of camphor, tincother of the departments toward im- ture of rhubarb and tincture of ginger.
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rouud rings until you get to the centre. says: "I have only one remedy for a
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hereinafter
In an<l be about a« good apples as the first, but thumps, scours, etc., I treat all alike,
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My
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they
Lord one thouaand all one
in
our
In the
year of
way. Be sure that the apples
cureall is nothing more than fresh new
matter
nine hundred and four, the following
in
thereupon this second row are particularly good
milk and turpentine. For a young pig
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to
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a half
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laid the apples
put
to drink it must be administered
on the
Probate Court to be held at Parla,
of the ly, but be sure there are no poor looking spoon.
An older pig, however, will selthird Tuesday of Jan.. A. D. 190S. at nine
thereon If ones next to the second layer."
Now, if dom refuse new milk, even when a
clock In the forenoon, and be heard
they *ee cause :
this does not teach fraud, it certainly tablespoonful is given in a quart oi
1 do not more. Grade the dose from a teaspoonsense.
KINO COL BATH, late of Porter, deceased; does not teach common
will and |>etttlon for probate thereof pre«enied doubt that apples packed in this way ful at six weeks to a tablespoonful oi
therein
that it
but
l>y Emilia K. Blckford, the executrix
will catch the buyer—once;
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ADDISON E. HERK1CK, Judge of
more
and
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different
a
for
My plea is
A true copy—Attest
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It is well to keep in mind the facti
should be first grade from top to bottom, ascertained in feeding tests at the In
and of equal quality all through, other- diana experiment station, and to b<
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One
State· for wise they should
In the District Court of the United
grade. Simply tell the truth with your of these facts of the test shows that 13.1] ;
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
barrels. In the long run it is not only pounds of weight was secured in feed
I η the matter of
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)
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of Kumford, Bankrupt.
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the
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and
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10th day of
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Dec., A. D. 1904,
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grow
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of
Dec·,
day
House. In South Carls, on the
tion in weight to the bushel of corn fed
which
A. D. 1ΛΗ, at 10o'clock tn the forenoon,at
their
The Score Card.
This is the experience of feeders gen
time the said creditors mav attend, prove
the bankrupt
daim», appoint a trustee, examine
erally, both in feeding pigs and cattle.
as may properIt has been used as a guide to the igand transact such other business
and the disqualified until it has
ly come before said meeting.
norant
Professor Voorhees says it may be al
South Parts, Dec. 12. !yo4
come to be an acknowledged nuisance.
GEO. a. WILSON,
for a person to always leave tb<
Keferee la Bankruptcy.
Almost anyone can take a score card right
table a little hungry, but it will not dc
and figure points enough to make a
We are not so sure of th<
cow.
hundred, and that is about all the av- for the
The most successfu
Dr.
either it or last assertion.
erage judge knows about
feeders are the men whose judgment i
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the
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judges
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such
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If
it
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should
judge
satisfied that It would take · little mon
animal fills it without the score card.
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nice job.
heifer that would not sell on any marwill be at Elm House, Norway ket for half as much as one in the pen
We have but little sympathy for th
no ribbon at all.
Dec· 20, and 3d Tue»da> with
for the drie<
I can well recollect when I was hoot- farmer who has not provided
Offict
of each following month.
who is now being pester
ed and made fun of by some of the up pasture, and
cows strugglln
hours, 10:30 A m. to 4 p. M.
leading breeders in Maine because I ed by a few breach;
the press that points for existence. Better fix up all the Ion
said through
Eyes Examined free.
field fenoe
without pedigree were worth far more worn places in the pasture
without points. So tod before they have the whole herd train»
than
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judge

education to trave 1 of stock is to be taken every time in
for a Una of fuo.ooo capital.
Salary H.0TÎ pe preference to one that has the beautiei
of the soore card applied to him.—D. H,
year and expenses, paid weekly. A tdreae
M. PUC1TAL. South Parla, M·.
Thing.

Lady or gentleman

of fair

jump over the moon. Then cutagooi
armful of fodder and feed it. Better d
all this than to have them break in an<
trail down the crop, and get the ill wil
of their master.

to

bait uie with a newcomer! Let him
look to himself!" From earnestness to
grandiloquence was hut a step.
"Let him come!" And Trlboulet, Imitating the pose of Francis himself,
drew his wooden sword.
"Let him come!" he repeated fiercely.
"Who?" called out a guy nnd reckless voice.
Through the doorway lending Into
the kitchen stepped a young man, slender, almost boyish in appearance, with
light brown hair and deep set eyes that
belied the gayety and mirth of his features. Ills costume, that of a Jester,
was silk of finest texture and design,
upon which were skillfully fashioned
In threads of silver the arms of
Charles V., king of Spain and emperor
of Germany, the powerful rival of
Frani-is. whose friendship now, for
reasons of state, the latter sought.
Smilingly the foreign Jester gazed
around the room at the unusual fur-

By FREDERIC S. ISHAM,

Licensed

Κ

or toe room.
"Only time and art can give you air nnil fell nt a far end
eucli mastery over the passions," con- At the same tiuie a stinging blow de-,
tinued the Jester. "Which one of you scenilcd smartly, on the dwarfs biuup.
"Pardon me!" laughed the duke'i
would depose uie? Who so ugly as I?
Poets, pJiilrv ^pliers! I snap my Angers fool. "Pelng unused to such exercise
at them. Pour moths! And you duré my blade fell by mistake on your
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gain in flesh at the best,
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silence
dlO-48."

SONG, sweet Jacquellner*
"No, no"—

great man, "ne β nanuiess. nia
la golden; his speech was

"AncÎ j*et." answered Marot thoughtfully, the king esteems him—the king,
who is at once scholar, poet, wit, sol-

"Jacqueline, Jacqueline!"

"No more, I*say"—
A jingle of tinkling bells mingled
with tlie squeak of a viola, the guffaws of a romplsh company blended
With the tuneless chanting of discordant minstrels, and the gray parrot in
its golden cage, suspended from one of
the oaken beams of the ceiling, shook
Its feathers for the twentieth time and
eereamed vindictively at the roguish

dier"—

she exclahnetf quickly,
he cannot conquer Italy and
regain his heritage!"
"CannotV ventured Tribonlet. mindful of the dignity of his royal master.
"Why not?"
"Because the women would conquer
him."
"Nay; the king prefers the blue eyes
of France." spokti up the cardinal's

"Soldier,"

"when

band.
Jingle, Jingle, went the merry bells;
squeak, squeak, the tightened strings
neneath the persistent scraping or tue

Jesters, buffoons and versifiers.
"We appeal to Trlboulet"—

casuul, careless interest upon him; at
the grotesque, crook backed figure before the throne.
And. observing the incongruity of his
surroundings, he laughed lightly while
his glance, turning Inquiringly If not
insolently from one to the other, lin
gered in some surprise upon the younM
He had heard that In farwoman.
away France the motley was not confined to men. Had not Jeanne, queen
of Charles I., possessed her Jestress,
Artamle de Puy, "folle to our clear
companion," as said the king? Had
not Mme. d'Or, wearer of the bells,
kept the nobles laughing? Had uot
the haughty, eccentric Don John his

tish cap.
"I am Ruch a fool as to want the
good graces of no man or monarch!"
she replied boldly, without glancing at
the speaker.
"An he were in love you would be
two fools," laughed Caillette, the court

"Trlboulet!"
A girl's silvery laugh rang out.
"Trlboulet:"
Again the derisive niUBlcal toues.
Upon his chair of state the dwarf
did not answer; professed not to hear.
Ry the uncertain glimmer of torches
and the flickeringvglow of the fire he
was engaged in tracing a resemblance
to himself in the central figure of the
composition wrought in threads of silk

poet.

"In love 'tis only the man Is the fool
the fooled," she returned pointedly,
and Caillette, despite his self possesSince Diane
sion, flushed painfully.
de Poitiers had wedded her ancient
lord the poet had become grave, stu-

or

fool by patent to Jove,
thrust from Olympus and greeting the
earth-born with a great grin.
"An excellent likeness!" muttered
Trlboulet. "A very pretty likeness!"
he continued, swelling with pride.
And truly It was eaid that sprightly
ladies, working between love and
pleasure times, drew from the court
fool for their conception of the mythological buffoon, reproducing Trlbou-

—Monius,

ble annoyance.
"Well." she said impatiently, α flash
of resentment in her tine eyes, "have
yon conned me over enough?"
"Top much, mistress," he replied, in
nowise abashed, "an it hath displeased you. Too little to please myself."
"Yourself:" she returned, with sudden auger ut his persistent gaze.
"Some lord's plaything to beat or whip,

gravely.

"There'll be no fools."
"Ah, a loveless match!"
"But not a landless one." retorted
she of the cap without the bells. "Besides. It cements the friendship of
What more
Francis and Charles V.
would you? But I'll tell you a secret"
At that the company flocked around

let's great head; his mouth, proportionately large: his protruding eyes, his
bowed back, short, twisted legs and
long, muscular arms and his nose far
larger than that of Francis, who otherwise had the largest nose In the

kingdom.
But how could they depict the meanness of soul that dwelt In that extraordinary shell? The blithesome tapestry
makers, albeit adepts in form, grace
and harmony, could not touch the sub-

her as though there was something enticing in her tone, the vague promise
of an interesting bit of gossip or the
Indefinite suggestion of a court scandal.
"A secret!" said the cardinal's fool,
rubbing his hands together. His master often rewarded him for particularly choice morsels of loose tittle tattle.
"Oh, nothing very wicked!" she answered, waving them back with her

Jectiveness of existence. Thus It was
a double pleasure for Trlboulet to see,
limned in well chosen hues, his form,

the crookedness of which he was as
proud as any courtier of his symmetry and beauty, the while his dark,
rain soul lay concealed behind the
musk of merry deformity and laughing

a

"Would your majesty like to command me?"
The mocking feminine voice recalled
Triboulet from his pleasing contemplation.
"No, no!" he answered sullenly and
condescended to turn his glance upon

With the same air of Insolent amusethe newcomer turned to the
throne and its occupant, whom he sub
Jected to an even more deliberate inment

vestigation.

"Is it man or manikin, gentle mistress?" he asked after concluding his

examination.

She did not deign to answer, but the
offended Triboulet wared his wooi!en
sword vindictively.
"Manikin!" he roared and spring
with vicious lunges upon the duke's
the
jester, who, falling back before
suddenness of the assuult, whipped out

sent his own jester, who has but just
arrived at court, to amuse her (ahem!)
dullness until he himself could come!''
At this the cardinal's buffoon looked
disappointed, for his master likc.l
more highly flavored hearsay, while
Triboulet frowned and brought down
his heavy list upon, the arm of the

the assemblage.
Over a goodly gathering of Jesters,
buffoons, poets and even philosophers
he lorded it. holding bis head us high
us his hump would permit and conscious of his own place In the esteem
of the king. Not long ago the monarch
hud laughed and applauded when
Trlboulet had twisted his features into
the
a horrid irrimace. und since then
dwarfs little heurt hud expanded
with such arrogance It seemed to him
he was almost Francis himself as he

his weapon in turn and. laughing,
threw himself into an attitude of defense.
"A mortal combat!" cried the cardinal's wit snapper.
"Charles V. and Fruncis!" exclaimed
Caillette, referring to the personal
challenge which had once passed between tlie two great monarchs. "With
β throne for the victor!" lie added gayindicating Triboulet's chair of state.

throue.
"A new Jester, forsooth!" he exclaimed.
"And why not?" lifting her swart
brows quizzically.
"We are already overstocked with
prentice fools," he retorted, looking

sat there ou Frauds' sometime throue,
and these Sir -Jollys were his subjects

ly,

The clatter and din awoke ltabelais,
who drowsily regarded the combHtauts
with lackluster gaze and undoubtedly
thought himself once more amid the
fanciful conflicts of fearful giants.

over the throng.
all—Murot. Caillette, Brusquet, Villot
"Ah. you fear perhaps some one may
of
barons,
and the lesser lights. Jesters
yiui" remarked Jacqueline colddepose
cardinals and even bishops. Babeluls,
lytoo. that poor, dissolute devil of a
A guarded laugh arose from the
writer, learned as Houier, brutish as
and the dwarf's eyes gleamgathering,
Homer's swine—all subjects of his, the ed.
whom
one—one
save
of
Jesters,
king
"Depose me, Triboulet!" he shouted,
he eyed with certain fear aud wonder,
rising. "Triboulet Is sovereign lord of
womun—and
was
u
she
fear because
mocks! His wand is

esteemed

all

the

"Fall to, Ptntagruel, my merry palaexclaimed
bombastically.
ho
din!"
"Cut, slash, stab, fence and Justle!"
And himself, reaching for an imaginary sword, encountered the tankard,
which he would have raised to his lips
but that his shaggy head fell again
to the board before his willing arm
bad obeyed the passing Impulse of his

all at whom he
mightier than an episcopal miter!"
In his overweening rage and vanity
he fairly crouched before the throne,
eying them all like a cat. His thick
lips trembled; his eyes became bloodshot. He forget all prudence.
"Doth not the king himself seek my
advice?" He laughed horribly. "Hath

but
"highly perfected devils"—and wonder
at iluding her different from and more
than even the rest of her
Triboulet

sex

perplexing
kind.

"Jacqueline!"

Now she was perched on one corner
of the table, and her face had α witchlike loveliness, as though borrowing
Its pallor and beauty from the moon,
source of all magic and uecromancy.
Her eyes shone with such luster that,
seeking their hue, they held the observer's gaze in mocking languor and
cheated the inquisitive coxcomb of his

not, perhaps, many

a

sluggish brain.
"Fence!

slept

Justle!" he murmured, and

once more.

But the parrot, again disturbed,
could not so easily compose Itself to
slumber.
Whipping its head from
Its downy nest, it outspread its gray
wings gloriously and screamed and
shouted as though venting all the
thunders of the Vatican upon the offending belligerents, and above the upand
roar and noise of arms, rabble
bird arose the piercing voice of Tri-

fair gentleman

ΓΓΤΓΤ^νΓί

Γ

toy"—

"And

1

quest, the while the disdainful Hps
curved laughingly and so bewildered
him he forgot the customary phrases
and stood staring like a nonny. Her
footstep fell so light, she was so agile
and quick, the superstitious dwarf
swore she was but a creature of the
night and held surreptitious meetings
with all the familiar spirits of demonology. As she never denied the uncanny imputation, but only displayed
her small white teeth maliciously by
assured
way of answer. Trlboulet felt

boulet:
"Watch me spit this bantam cock!"

him as though mocking his friendship
for his one time powerful enemy, the
only man he feared, the emperor who
had overthrown lilni. The sinister
smile of the king gave way to gloomy
though tfulness.
"Who Is this knave?" he asked at
length, lixediy regarding the erstwhile

badge of his defeat.

".<* poor fool, sire!"

ing

sounds that awakened misgivings regarding the fate of his too confident

he was tight and crossed himself religiously whenever she gazed too fixedly at him.

knuvif'

"Long live the king!" they shouted,
every fool mid zany raising a tankard
gave the dwarf and the young woman,
the former continuing to glare vindictively upon the usurper and the latter
to all intent remaining oblivious of the
ceremony of installation. Poised upon
a chair, she idly thrust her lingers
through the glided bars of the cage
etroked

the

head

of

the

now

com-

plaisant bird.

"Poor Jocko! Poor Jocko!" she murmured.
"La, la. In!" sang the parrot, reef msive to her light caress.
"Your majesty's wishes! Your majesty's decree!" exclaimed the monastic
wit worm.
"Hear, hear!" roared Brusquet.
"Silence!" commanded Marot. "Ills

majesty speaks."

"Toot, toot, toot!" rang out the flourish of α trumpet, a clarion prelude to
the flat from the throne.
The new king In motley arose, heedless, devil may care, very erect In his
preposterously pointed shoes.
"I appoint you, Thony. treasurer of
the exchequer, because you are quick
at sleight of band," he began.
"Good," laughed Marot. "An he's
more light fingered than his predecessor. he's a., master of prestidigitation!"
"You, Brusquet," went on the new
master of Fools' hall, "I reward with
the government of Guienne. for he
who governs his own house so 111 Is
fitted for greater tasks of In-

surely
-eompetency."

This allusion to the petticoat rule
which dominated the luckless Jester at
home was received In good part by all
save the hapless domestic bondman

himself.
"You, Vlllot,

are

made admiral of thé

fleet."
Vlllot smiled, thinking how Francis
had but recently bestowed that office
husband of
upon the impoverished
pretty Mme. d'Etattle.
"Thnnks, your majesty," he began,
"but if some post nearer home"—
"You are to sail at once!"'
"But my wife"—
"Will remain at court!" announced
the duke's Jester with great decision.
Vlllot made a wry faee. The kii.g in
motley smiled significantly. "A safe
Besides, remember a
baven, Vlllot!
court without ladies is like a spring
without tlowers."
A movement resembling apprehension swept through the company. The
epigram had been Francis"; the court,
lu conséa flower bed of roses, was
for a jester to
quence a thorny maze

bars;
yet plnyeil between the gilded
the posture she had assumed set furlh
the pliant grace of her figure. Above
the others, she glanced at him, her
hair very black against the golden

half un
cage; bur arm, ver}' white,
sheathed from the great hanging sleeve.
"Do not kill him, Triboulet!" cried
"You are overbold," she said, a peMarot, alarmed lest the duke'e fool culiar smile upon her lips.
"Itemember
misshould be slain outright.
"Nay, I have spoken no treason,
be bar journeyed from the court of tress," he retorted blithely.
Charles V.!"
"Not by word of mouth, perhaps, but
"Charles V.!" came through TrlbouImputation."
by
of
let's half closed teetb. "My master's
He raised his brows with a gesture
before
one great enemy!"
wanton protest, while the face
"Hush!" muttered Vlllot "Our mas- him clouded, tier eyes held his; her
the
ter's enemy is now his dear friend!"
little teeth Just gleamed between
"Friend!" sneered the other, but even crimson of her lips.
as be thrust his sword tingled sharply
"I presume you consider Charles the
out
continued.
in bis hand and whisked magically
more fitting monarch?" she
in the
of his grip, described a curve
Was It the disdain of her voice? Did
thoughts? Did
read his

antagonist

gracieune 1VIIC, un uma π an
in keeping with her character, yellow
being the predominating color. To the
fanciful adornment of the gown her
lithe figure lent itself readily, while
her rebellious curls were well adapted
to that badge of her servitude, the
Jaunty cap that crowned their waving
A most

"Watch me kj)U this bantam cock Γ

been burned—aye, burned to ushes as
abundance.
a Oilvinist—at my suggestion!"
In especial disdain, from her poeitloi 1
"Miserable wretch! Spy!" exclaim
a lily,
upon the corner of the table, her glana ! ed the young woman, paler than
wandered down the board and rest ns she beut her eyee, with fully opened
ed ou Knbelals, the gormand, befor< lids, upon him.
whom were an empty trencher an< '
As if to stiield himself, he raised his
The
priest-doctor-writer
scamp who affected the company ο
jesters and liked not a little the bos
pitplity of Fools' hall, which adjoinet '
the pastry branch of the castle kitchei 1
and was not far removed from thi !
wine butts, had Just unrolled a bundl< '■
of manuscript, all daubed with trench
er grease and tankard drippings, au< '
was about to read aloud the Strang ■'
adventures of one Pantagruel when •
overcome by indulgence, his bead ifel 1
forward on the table, almost in th !
wooden platter, and the papers fluttei

tankard.

or wrath over
caution and superstition, and the
red eyes met the dark ones. But a mo
ment, and the former dropped sullenly
Λ strange thrill ran through him. He

hand, yet drunkenness

thought he was bewitched.
"Sou nobis Domine!" he murmured
striving to recall α hyiun. As Lntlt
sc
was the language of witchcraft,
also was it the antidote. Co'ntemptu
ous!y she turned her back and walked
slowly to the fire. Upon her whlt<
face and supple figure played the elflst
the little cap and tin !

glow, Uglitiug
ed to the fioor.
waving tresses beneath.
1
boule
Tri
'Tut him out!" commanded
Regarding her furtively, Trlboulet'i
look
from his high place.
couruge returned, since she waa
But she of the Jaunty cap spran 5 lng at the coals, not at bin/.
from the table.
"Ho, ho!" he said Jocosely. "You al
"How wise are your majesty's d«
thought I was sincere. Listen, my chil
crees!" she said mockingly, with he r dreu! The art of fooling lies in trump
smiled hide
glance upon the dwarf. He shifted ur ed up earnestness." Ile
eusily In the throne. "You should hav î ously.
turn
"Bravo, Triboulet!" cried an admir
put him out before! But now,"
lng voice.
lug contemptuously to the poor figur
■

AU Stuffed Up

«une

That's the condition of many sufferers
from catarrh, especially in the morning.

after taking five bottles I was cured and
have nut bad any return of the disease
Eugene Forbes, Lebanon, Kan.
since."

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Cures catarrh—it poofhos nnd

■

she

passing

she challenge him to utter them?
"In truth." the Jester said carelessly,
"Charles builds fortresses, not pleasure
and garrisons them .with sol-

palaces,

·

diers, not ladles."
She half smiled; her glance fell; her
baud moved caressingly, the sleeve

Great difficulty is experienced
ing the head and throat.
No wonder catarrh causes headache, waving beneath.
"Poor Jocko! Poor Jocko!" she murimpairs the taste, smell and hearing,
the stom- mured.
the
deranges
breath,
pollutes
Triboulet's glance beamed with deach and affecte the appetite.
ber spell over
To cure catarrh, treatment must be light. She was casting
bis enemy.
constitutional—alterative and tonic.
the
"I was aflllctcd with catarrh.' I took
"Ob," muttered Trlboulet, "if
modic'nes of dltferent kinds, giving each
could but have heard!"
king
until
worse
crew
but
gradually
a fair trial;
Perhaps it was a breath of air, but
I could-liardly hear, taste or smell. I then
misadvenconcluded to try Hood's Snrsnparilla, and tbe tapestry depicting the
in clear-

strength·

the mucous membrane and buildfl
op the whole feystew.
ens

L

the kneel-

kiun shortly.

"Who in this

CHAPTER II.
r πιιιι ι·tri vuuu ui
ireail.
OUGII and sharp pointed, a of the room the young woman looked
wooden sword was no insigat the newcomer for the first time
nificant weapon, wielded by since his enthronement, lier lingers

the thewe and sinews of a
Trilioulet. Crouching like un animal,
the king's buffoon sprang with headlong fury, uttering hoarse, guttural

replied

man.

"Those arms embroidered on your
dress, what do they meanV" said the

....

τ

doublet.
"You were talking, children," he said
finally, "before I came In."
"It your majesty," ventured Trlboulet. has heard all, your majesty will
not blame—us!" And he glanced malevolently toward the duke's jester, who.
upon the king's abrupt entrance, had

descended from the platform.
Observing the emblazoned arms of
Churles V. upon the dress of the culprit, a faint look of surprise swept
Francis' face. Did It recall that fatal
day when on the lield of battle a rival
banner had waved ever Illusively, ever
beyond his reach? Now It shone before

yet a poet who can make
rhymes on woman's beauty." he anewered, with a careless laugh.
"Another courtier!" grumbled Trlboulet.
"Lacking true wit, fcpls nowadays essay only compliments to cover
that hung from the rafters and gently
their dullness."

"
'Tis only that they play
small hand.
at make believe In love, the princess
and her betrothed! But, after all. it is
far more sensible than real lovemakiug. where if the pleasure be more
acute the pangs are therefore the
She addresses to him the
greater.
teuderest counterfeit verses; he returns
them in kind. She even simulated such
an illusory sadness that the duke has

monstrosity.

into the chair.
"The king Is dead! Long live the
king!" cried the cardinal's Jester.

handsome, iflerry Joeulutrlx
to his princely household?
Put knowing only by rumor of these
nuiitors the lester from abroad lo)!;ei!
hard at lier, tlie first madcap in petticoats he had ever seen. For her part.
Jacqueline bore his scrutiny with visi-

"And is your mistress, the king's
ward, fooliiiK with her betrothed?" he
asked quickly, conscious of knowing
winks and nudges.
"The Princess Louise and the Duke
of Friedwald are to wed for reasons of
woman

the company.
"
'Tis not the first time he has been
wouuded there!" said fearless Caillette, who openly acknowledged his
aversion for the king's favorite fool.
"But be seated, gentle sir," lie added
to the stranger, "and share our rough

attached

dious, almost sad.

state." said the young

hand of α foreign fool! And the monarch—would be learn of it—the punishment of the royal Jester? As In a
dream he heard the hateful voices of

roues

hospitality."
nothing,
"Rough, certes!" commented the othnishings, picturesque, yet appropriate;
as he returned his blade to his belt.
at the inmates, the fools scattered er
as I see no stool"—
about the great board or near the "And
"There's the throne!" returned Cailmighty fireplace; the renowned philoslette courteously. "Since you have
opher Rabelais, sleeping on his arms,
Trlboulet his place la yours."
Would he never speak? With one
with band outstretched toward the overcome
"A precarious place!" said the new- hand <he ^roked his beard; with the
neglected tankard; at the striking apcomer easily, dropping, nevertheless, other he toyed with the lace on his
pearance of the girl who looked with

fool, he of the viola.
"Then do you set our queen of fools,
our fair Jacqueline, out of his majesty's good graces," Interposed one of the
lesser jesters, a mere baron's hireling,
who long had burned with secret admiration for the maid of the coquet-

rosined bow. On his throne In Fools'
hall Trlboulet, the king's hunchback,
leaned complacently back, bis eyes
bent upon a tapestry but newly hung
in that room, the meeting place of

back."
If looks could have killed, Trlboulet
would have achieved his original purpose, but after α vindictive though futile glance his head drooped despondently. To have been thus humiliated
before those whom he regarded as his
vassals! What Jest could restore him
the prestige he had enjoyed, what play
of words efface the shame of that public chastisement? Had he been beaten
by tbe king but thus to suffer at the

of your iniijeity. Tin» kin r of Fran·
august gardener his bountiful
os.·," fo 1
litis Jurisdiction over the |.
great re:I rose», white roses,
and .surely can proceed iu ho small .·»
blossoms yet unopened!
matter as luug!ng lilm."
Following his gaze, α significant light
Frauds bent a malignant look upon
appeared in the young woman's eyes,
Behind tie dwu:f
the young man.
while her arm fell to her side.
the jestress, now an earnest
"Now to see Presumption sue for stood
spectator of the «cone.
pardon," she whispered to herself.
"This newcomer's stay with ns promOne by one the coinpuny, too, turned
ises to be brief, Caillette." she whisIn the direction Trlboulet wag looking.
In portraiture the classical buffoon pered.
"Hark, you witch! He answers." regrinned and gibed at them from the
the poet.
turned,
stahis
from
even
high
tapestry, and
"What can he eay?" she retorted,
tion above the clouds Jupiter, who had
her shoulders. "He is alejected the offending fool of the gods, shrugging
looked less stern and implacable. An ready condemned."
"Are you pleased, mistress? Just beexpectant hush fell upon the asset ιthe poor fellow stared af yo'i
blage when suddenly Jove ami Monns cause
alike were unceremoniously thrust overmuch."
"Oh." she said Insensibly. "It wns
aside, and ns the folds fell slowly back,
he should buug himself. Now
written
η
stood
before the many hued curtain
we'll hea? how ably Audacity parley.·»
man of stately and majestic mien—
with Fate."
a man whose appearance caused deep
seated consternation, whose forbid- β "It would be no breach of hospitalfo.)
ding aspect made the very silence ity, sire, to hang the princess'
man. with η >
portentous and terrifying. With dress spoke the condemned
slashed and laced, rich In Jewelry and sign of waning coiitideuce, "yet it
duke s
precious stones, lie remained motion- would seem to depreelfile the
less. regarding the motley gathering, gift. Your majesty should hang the
while an ominous half smile played one and spare the other, "l is a matter
of logic." he wont on quickly, "to paint
about his features. He said
the
but his reserve was more sinister than out where the duke's gift ends and
language. ^ Capricious, cruel, was his princess' fool begins. Λ gift is a gift
until it Is received. The princess h h
face: In b'is eyes shone covert enjoy
not yet received the duke's gift. Tin· ement of the situation.
the

tures of Momus waved and moved
Trlboulet, who noted everything, saw
this and suffered an expression of triumph momentarily to rest upon his
Had his prayc;
features.

malignant

been answered?

flowers." forsooth!

without
Dearly cberiabec

"A spring

"The arms of my master's mnsjer.
your majesty!" was the overconfident
answer.

"Who is your master?"
"The Uuke of Frledwald, sire, the
betrothed of the Princess Louise."
"And your purpose here?"
"My master sent me to the princess.
4
"Tis
'I'll miss thee, rogue." said he.
thee,
send
merry
to
love
of
my
proof
companion of the wine cup! lint go!
Nature hath formed thee to conjure
sadness from a lady's face.' So I set
out upon my perilous Journey, and. favored by fortune, uni but safely arrived. I was e'en now about to repair to
the princess, whom I trust, in my
humble way, to amuse."
"And thou slialt!" said the king sig

nlficautly.
"Oil, your majesty!" with assumed
modesty.

"That Is." added Francis. "If It will
her to see you hanged!"
"And If it did not amuse hyr, sire?"
spoke up the newcomer, without a

amuse

tremor in his voice.
"What then?" asked the king.
"It would be a breach of hospitality
to hang me, the servant of the dukt
who is servant of Charles V.!" he re

plied boldly.

Like, a utenacf
Francis started.
shone the arms of the great emperor
Vividly he recalled his own humilia
tiou, his long captivity, and mistrust
ed the power of his subtle, amlalil·
Friendship? Swede,
friend-enemy.

promptings o.
wisdom had suggested the policy 01
pe:ice; the reins of expediency drovi

was

hatred.

laxed. for next to a r
he liked the quit-:, ρ
"Answer him. Tin·
"Your majesty
your
stammered the dwarf and pin-·
despair, his wits falling him at
—

of Triboulet.
"What sny you. fool?"
"Your majesty," answered the ea-ei
dwarf, "could hang him without breticl
nance

of hospitality."
"IIow do you make that good. Tri
boulet ï" asked the monarch.
"The duke has given him to th«
princess. The princess Is a sub'ec
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the

critical Juncture.

"Enough!" commanded the king
sternly. Λ sound of suppressed merriment even as lie spoke startle I the
guthering. "Who laughed?" lie c-Te
suddenly. "Was it you. mistress?"
teiilng his eyes upon the young
Her head fell lower and lower like
some dark flower on a slender stem.
From out of the veil of her mazy hair
came a voice, soft with seeming hu-

mility.
"It might have been Jocko, sire." she

suld. "He sometimes laughs like that."
The king looked from the woman to
the bird, thou from the bi 1 to the
woman, a gleam of recollection iu his

glance.

"Humph!" he muttered. "Is this
where you serve your mistress! Look
to It you serve not yourself ill!"
An Instant her eyes flashed upward.
"My mistress is at prayer." she answered. and looked down nirain as

quickly.

·· ν tu! mu monnivtrV nrofVr the dr >'l
ery of these inad<*:tps to the atteni'ui*
of our courtiers·." said ΙΎηικ-Κ in ·η>
gently. "Certes are you gypsy 1 » >rn V"
Hor hands clawed t! !itor. luit she
answered not. nti.I ! e tirned nioro
sternly to tin· new kin·· f tlie motley.
"As fur you." he rorjt!n'.:e '. "for the
present tlie duke's gilt is s pired. Hut
let the princess' fail Ink to himself.
Reuiemlter. » guarded ι iir.;;'c Insures
a ripe old ape. and even η throne in
Fools' h : 111 is fraught with hazard.

Here, some of you. take this"—Indlcat·
Inp the sleeping Rabelais—"and throw
It into the horse pond. Yet see t' t he
does not drown. Your be: 's up m it!
'TIs to him France looks for learning."
He paused, glancing back at the
"You. Mistress Who
kneeling girl.
Seeks to Hide Her Face, teach that
parrot not to laugh!" he added grimly.
The tapestry waved. Mute the motley throng stared where the king had
stood. A light hand touched the aroi
of the duke's fool. and. turning, he be-

held the young woman. Her eyes were
uew fire.
"In beat en's name." she exclaimed
passionately, "let us leave. You l:a>·
doit mischief enough. Follow me."
"Where'er you will," he responded

alight with

gallantly.

[ro

But the

him, autocrat or slave, to the doctrine
of loving brotherhood, lie turned hi
gloomy eye-ι upon the glowing couute

is

fore your majesty cannot hang me as
the princess' fool, nor wo il l your
majesty desire to hang me as the
duke's gift."
Imperceptibly the monarch's ml.-n re-

cojrrnruzD,]

ax

An dilute llllnd

Man.

blind uian possessed $.VA), and,
fearing that somebody might steal It,
he buried his treasure in a corner of
bis garden. A neighbor saw him at bis
work and iu the night stole his money.
The blind man on discovering his loss
A

and suspecting his neighbor went to
iiim and said: "My intlrmlty renders
me diffident, and few are the persons
whom 1 can trust. You are one of
those few, and I have come to tell you
I am
a secret and to ask your advice.
tlie possessor of $1,UUU in gold. I have
bidden half of it in a place which I
believe to be secure. l»o you think I
Would do well to put the other half in
the same place'/" "Yes, by ail mean»."
replied his neighbor. "Were I in your
I would do the same. There is in

place

kuowfug what may happen if you keep
your money in your house." Having
to
given his advice, the thief, hoping
get tJic rest of the blind man's money,
hastened to replace tin· half he had
stolen, and thus the astute blind man
recovered his property.

A former sultan—ho rune the story—
Many
α «olden ball for lying.
lied to blin, but the sultan replied that
be could himself lie better. Finally an
aged man from Angora appeared before him with a large Jar on his shoulders. "Your father," he said, "borrowed a Jar like this full of gold from my
father and said that you would repay
"Impossible!"
the gold to hla son."
eald the sultan. "If the story be true,*'
replied the pilgrim, "pay your father's
If Impossible, I have won the
debt.
The sultan at once
ball."

offered

golden

awarded him the prize.

And It'· Ensler.

"I understand that there Is a method
beby which any short person may
come tall."
"May l>e so. There are certainly
methods by which tall persons may become short."—New York Press.
All

KnKisrd Otherwise.

Greene—The Immortal bard says. "All
the world's a stage." Brown—Nevertheless I haven't been able yet to ffud
a stage for any one of the ten or u
dozen plays I have written.—Hostou

Transcript.

Collet-tor.
don't you go to work?
Beggar—I am workln*. I'm a collector
o' rare coins. Goodley—But a nickel
Is to me.
la not a rare coin. Beggar—It
A

Goodley—Why

—Philadelphia Ledger.
On

Her (ïnard.

you any Idea how old
Jane Is? Ann—She must be getting on.
door
I know that she always locks her
before she washes her face.—Brooklyn

Mary—Have

Life.

Found Mad

Lost.

that big dog Isn't the one
I advertised for. My dog was a little

Lady-Ob,

fox terrier. Boy—Yes'm.
Inside o' dis one!—Puck.

Your dog's

Hebron.
Mrs. J. 0. Donham and M Lu Basel
Donham came home this week.
Prof. Moody la at home for the Christmas vacation and J, F. Moody, Jr., le at
home from the law sohool at Bangor.
While spending the Thanksgiving vacation with a classmate at Patten,
Mr. Moody shot two deer.
Miss Martha Pratt is visiting friends at
South Paris.
Miss Etta Stnrtevant is In Auburn.
who has

Wtit Purls.
The «hope are fall of customer· pre*
On Sunday of tot week the following
^
era ο era t,
Oxford
officers were elected bj the Unlverealiet paring (or Christmas.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEI* IN ALL
A very little anow baa fallen the paat
Sunday School for the coming year:
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
week and wbeela are atlll In nae.
Superintendent—Jennie M. Brown.
Vice-Superintendent—Ell* U. Bate·.
Dry wood Is drawn into market and
Secretary—Mettle E. TueU.
finds ready sale at 16.00 and 9&.60 per
Paris MUL
Treasurer— Phllâ S. DavU.
cord.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, DEC. 27,1904.
Librarian—Genevera G. Tuell.
Fint Baptist Chareh. Bev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor ,
▲aat Librarian—Bertha ▲. Cole.
Wednesday evening the students of
Pmchlag erery Sunday it 10 .-46 a. m. Sunday I
Sabbat* Breda* Service at
School at 12 M.
Dr. Ε. H. Judkins of Melrose, Mass., Oould Academy held a very enjoyable

THE OXFORD BEARS.
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Tuesday evening. wu in town for a few
days the first of
Piayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cognant Meeting the laat Γτν lay before the 1κ I last week.
not
AU
1»
r.a.
of
month
at
the
Mabel E. Richer is clerking in P. J.
Sunday
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Milee' store for a few days during the
C olrvMBat Chuieh, Bar. J. U. Little, Pastor.
Preaching service βτβττ Sunday at 10:4β Α. Μ. I holiday season.
There were several family Christmas
Sunday School at 11:4û A. M.
trees in town which were much enjoyed
ia
a
week's
Harry Lyon
by those participating.
tion from Dartmouth College here.
At the regular meeting of Onward
John L. fates' family removed to Rebekah
Lodge last Tuesday evening
Colebrook, Ν. H., last week, where Mr. new officers were elected as follows:
Yates is now employed.
M G.-Mattle E. Tuell.
George M. At wood and family spent I V. G.—Emma W. Mann.
Rec. Sec —Cora I» Lurvey.
Christmas with Mrs. Atwood'e people at
Fin. Sec—Mab 1 Ε Rlckcr.
Dix field.
Treas —Eva M. Swift.
There will be a social dance at Acadhew.
Organist—Fannie C.

7Jir.il.

T. P. 3.

C. I.

vaca-1

«pending

|

torn Purrae —New type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen aad low prices
combine to make this department of oar boatMusic I
emy Hall, Wednesday evening.
nees complete and popular.
At the first meeting in January will
by Stearns1 orchestra. A good time ex- occur installation
of officers, and a suppected.
will be served to the members of
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
A very finely designed and attractive I per
bookie that issued by Harlem Lodge, the lodge.
Mrs. Nellie Bryant of South Paris
1905.
F. and A. M., of New York city, as
Overstock In Overcoats.
visited friends in town several days last
souvenir on the occasion of a reception
W. Ο. Λ β. W. Frothing ham.
week.
Back to School Again.
commemorating the two-thousandth
Mrs. Geo. W. Ridlon and daughter are
New Year's Present.
communication of the lodge. The master
Walk Over.
at Caleb Fuller's for a few weeks during
of the lodge is Dr. Frederick P. HamHats at Cost.
Mr. Ridlon expects to
the holidays.
Cold Weather Coats.
mond, a Paris boy, and son of Hon.
in town.
Marked Down.
F.
Hammond. Considerable spend Christmas
George
Prubate Notices.
Jennie M. Brown spent Christmas
historical Masonic matter, illustrated, is
J Notices of Appointment.
with her friend, Mrs. Robertson,
Ice for Farmer·.
contained in the book. The book is time
South Paris.
Household Goods for Sale.
edited and copyrighted by Dr. Ham- at
2 Pétitions for Discharge In Bankruptcy.
Miss P. A. Parker is the gueet of her
mond, who also wrote some of the
Rev. A. J. l'arker, for a week
nephew,
in
it
articles
here and There.
Miss Parker is
this holiday season.
A. Guy Bennett and Elmer W. Cum-1 at
one of the teachers in the institute at
ruinas are at home from the University
Northfield, Mass. Previously she was
A leading Boston paper, which derives of Maine for the Christmas vacation.
home missionary work under the
a large revenue from whiskey advertiseA very pleasant time was enjoyed at in
When
ments run in "top-of-columii-adjoining the Christmas tree in which the two' direction of J. Campbell Morgan.
to America from England
reading-matter" position, is patting itself Sunday Schools united, at the Universal- first coming
there goA pro- she worked in Chicago, from
on the back and holding itself up to the is! church Saturday evening.
admiration of the community, because gramme of music and recitations by ing to Northfield.
Bowker
continues to imMrs. A. L.
it has lately adopted the policy of ex- the young people of the Sunday Schools,
in health. Her aunt, Mrs. Judd,
cluding advertisements which may be and brief remarks by the two pastors, prove
considered objectionable from a moral Rev. E. O. Taylor and Rev. J. H. Little, from New York, is with her.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Stilwell and little
standpoint. This refers particularly to occupied about an hour. To make an
wpnt last Friday to Albany,
a line of advertising of so-called "medi- exception to the rule, Santa Claus was son, Edward,
cal" practitioners and remedies. But the not present, but sent a paflh, the con- Ν. Y., for a two weeks' vacation.
SL Barry Locke is at home from Orono
country papers, as a rule, accept no ad- tents of which provoked much merrivertisement which appears doubtful from ment. The presents were then distrib- forthe holidays.
Mrs. A. K. Baldwin lias been visiting
any point of view, and don't make a mite uted from a well-loaded tree. Rev. Mr.
parents for the past two weeks while
of noise about it.
Taylor was presented with a fur coat, her
was
with his relatives in Massaand Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Little, and Arthur he
Mr. Baldwin w«$ here a day
E. Forbes, superintendent of the Uni- chusetts.
When the first of Thomas W. Lawson's
or two the last of the week.
also
were
versalis!
Sunday School,
etory of "Frenzied Finance" was pubAugustus Bacon has been unable to
remembered by their several
lished. the title was widely criticised on generously
work for some time, and is having
constituencies.
the ground that the transactions therein
,,
A Christmas concert took the place of ! rheumatism.
described were in no sense frenzied, but
Mrs. Hat tie B. Mooney is at home and
both
the preaching service and Sunday
and
calculating.
health.
not
in
is
superlatively cool
good
School at the Baptist church on Sunday.
Whether οι not there is properly such a
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
thing as frenzied finance, there are cerchurch will have a social at the home of
Bryant's Pond.
latter
these
in
financiers
frenzied
tainly
the stand of I their pastor, Rev. D. F. Nelson, TuesJohn Titus has
days, breathing out threatenings of Reuben Whitman. bought
day evening of this week.
Mr. and Mrs.
violence against one another, and attackRev. F. E. Barton of Bethel will preach
Mr. Whitman have moved to Uethel.
market
stock
other
manipulators
ing
for the Universalist society next Sunman is boss of the railroad section at |
with libel suits and half-page advertiseday, Jan. 1st, at 3 o'clock r. m., in the
No blood or other Bethel.
ments in the papers.
A nice time to
ice, and those who I F. B. church.
liquid redder than champagne has yet have ice housesgetare
W. W. Gardner had one of the mosl
improving it and [ valuable
been shed, and there is little serious
Christmas gifts in town. On
in their supply this week.
danger of it. If out of it all the public gettiug
of Dec. 23 Mrs. Gardnei
the
evening
Ο.
Yates
was called Monday to I
Dr.
K.
as
of small investors get any real light
him with a little son.
see the little son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark | presented
to the value of the stocks on the market,
The schools begin Tuesday of this
who has been quite sick for a few
it will make little actual difference what Allen,
but is improving somewhat at this | week with the same teachers as lasl
days,
multithe
values
of
among
exchange
term.
writing.
millionaires is the final result.
Master Gerry Curtis is visiting hie
Miaa Uarv Allan ia Ifaaninir Knnlra fur I
Lewie Mann at West Parie a few days grandmother, Mrs. A. R. Bucknatn.
The Paris Manufacturing Co. shut
The annual report of Master Gardnei in a week.
Chester C. Tuttle was called home to down their mill at 5 o'clock Friday after·
of the Maine State «range show# an alnoon and the help will have a vacatiot
most remarkable growth of thatalre«uiy Buckfield Monday morning to attend the
On leav
funeral of his grandmother that day. until Thursday of this week.
large organization. The addition·
all the employes were presenter
the year were 28 grange» and 5691 mem- He returned Monday night and resumed ing,
with a pretty fancy box filled witt
The amount invested in grange his school Tuesday morning.
bers
Rev. F. E. Barton of Bethel was in candies for Christmas.
homes in the state is nearly three-quarOn Saturday, Mrs. Horatio Staples ant
The grange »?
town Dec. IT, calling on some of his
tern of a million.
Mrs. Louise McLeod of Portland, anc
able social and educational organization many friends.
Miss Kssie Bowker finished her school Mrs. F. G. Moulton of Exeter, Ν. H.
and a strong power, and if it continues
Lane
of at
to keep out of the hands of politicians
Newry Dec. 2:3d and returned home visited their niece, Mrs. Chester H.
even better for the winter.
every partv, it can yet do
East Sumner.
Mrs. Albert Bowker has had over three
work than it has done in the past, for
W. H. Eastman attended tbe Stat*
weeks' run of typhoid fever, but the
the benefit of the people of the state.
fever seems to be wearing out slowly.
Grange at Lewiston last week and gav<
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Q. Perham, Miss a reading.
recentman
A Washington newspaper
Mrs. S. Robinson spent a few days it
Lena Felt, Mr. and Mrs. Dana Dudley
aud Mrs. MyraCole, and possibly others, the city and at Sabattus during Stati
ly went out on the street wiling goodsdworked
He
ver dollars at 25 cents
attended the State Grange at Lewieton Grange meetings.
four hours and sold three dollars.
Christmas tree aud exercises wen
this week.
result seems to indicate that his
Δ tire alarm was given about 2 o'clock held at the Baptist church this year anc
dure was altogether too
was
the Congregational people participatec
Wednesday afternoon, when it
Most of the schemes which P™™18*. learned that tire was bursting from the by invitation.
Mrs. Cora E. Foye has gone to spend :
something for nothing catch plenty of roof of Mrs. Blodgett'a house. The men
suckers.
and boys about town and from the two few weeks in the family of Zury Ootei
mills responded quickly, each man from at South Lewiston.
The Brown Tall Moth.
Miss Agnes M. Heald, who has beei
Dearborn's mills coming with a pail of
water ready for business. Fred Farnurn caring for Mrs. Abbiu F. Keen, returned
SERIOUS MENACE OF IT POINTED OUT and Harry Day were soon on the roof to her home at Sabattus on Wednesday,
Since the late snow falls people hav<
pouring the water as fast as handed to
UÏ THE EXPERIMENT STATION.
them, and when water could not be got got out their sleighs although some o;
using snow. After a lively tussle they the heavy teams are yet using wheels.
Bulletin 10S of the Maine Agricultural succeeded in putting out the tire with
Dairymen have been getting in theii
Experiuieut Station outlines the history the partial loss of the roof. The house annual supply of ice which is about 1(
of the brown tail moth in Maine up to was insured, and Howe, the insurance inches thick and line.
October, 1WM. In the winter of 190o-4 » agent, of Norway, was in town WednesMrs. Mary Sewall, widow of tbe lat<
few hundred nests were found in the day night to estimate the damage. The William R. Sewall on Sumner Hill, diec
dewere
These
vicinity of Kittery.
tire is supposed to have caught near the quite suddenly on Friday morning at hei
Comresidence. She had been afflicted witl
stroyed under the direction of the under
chimney.
missioner of Agriculture acting
Unless we have rain the water supply a bad heart trouble for some time anc
and Coun- will
Governor
the
from
authority
be as short as it was last winter. her sudden decease was no great surcil
During the summer the pest has The water at the hotel and other places prise to her near frieuds.
been
by the trains and boat» w has failed.
Greenwood.
that the danger is very great of »a beA Christmas festival Saturday night
That snow storm Monday was charac
at Dudley's Opera House.
coming established throughout the
the
ten
days
Within the past
state.
teristic of the season, the amount beitif
Station Entomologist has found the
Mason.
three inches and so recorded. But the
the
all
moth
tail
way
brown
nests of the
is getting to be mon
The grippe has struck this town. dearth of water
from Kittery to Portland along the
serious every day. One man's aqueducl
In some families nearly all are sick.
lines of the railroad. Since it can be
that
dried
so
he has to drive hii
up
Mrs. Lucy Cushing spent the day has
readily fought in orchards the danger to
cattle nearly half a mile to water, anc
WestMrs.
Florence
with
quite recently
them is not so great as to the forests
hauls it the same distance for culinarj
leigh.
and to the health of the citizens. Thepoi
But worse off still is the mat
an operation on her purposes.
Bean
bad
Marion
eonous eïfects of the hai« are worse
who is obliged to molt snow for his
a piece of chip
last
hand
Quite
Sunday.
than "ivy" poisoning. If the pests be- was taken out.
stock, or at any rate, for a part of it.
their Prance will
come established
Ilere we are highly favored in thif
of
summer
number
the
tend to diminish
respect. Fifteen years ago we construct
East
Hebron.
bard
our
the
state,
visitors to
destroy
ed an aqueduct to the house and bam
Rev. Mr. Bowen of New Hampshire yard, and to-day it runs enough for al
wood forests, and threaten our frui: industries. Any hard wood tree, as well gave a sermon at East Hebron, as he our wants and as much more to waste.
bushes is spoken of as being expected to fill the
as raspberry and blackberry
And now perhaps a few words about
within one mile of any railroad in the place so recently left by Rev. Mr. Kelley the weather would be in order, especial
state may be already infested. They who has settled at West Falmouth.
ly as the paper containing these locals
A tine drama played recently will be will be read by people living iu the state
are already preseut in Portland, the larginest city of the state. This matter
of Washington, and who naturally wish
repeated on Tuesday evening.
Diamond Perry's son who was so bad- to know how thinus in general are mov
timately concerns every man, woman
of
a
copy
and child in the state. Get
ly injured by one of their horses, the ing along here in their native state. It
the bulletin (108), learn to recognize the doctors say is doing as well as cao be is a somewhat singular fact that while
the
in
wen
neets which are very readily
expected, but there are fears the leg the the temperature went quite a number oi
winter time, and if you find a neet, or bone cut through will not be all right. degrees below zero in some parts of the
at
write
a
be
think
to
nest,
The head waa the most serious trouble, state, here it never quite reached the
what you
for when the horse began to strike he cypher in the morning until Thursday,
onee to the Experiment Station.
cut out a large piece of flesh with the when the alfnanac
Chas. D. Woods, Director.
says winter began.
hair on through to the bone, and that But while it has been so cold and dry
Maine.
of
at
Students
University
has caused many fears. They were here, it has been quite the opposite in
The following thirty-nine students obliged to keep him under the effects of the far west.
attendance
in
from Oxford County are
Mrs. Howe of West Minot informs us
opiates at first (if not now). He was an
at the University of Maine this year:
unusually enterprising little lad, always that it was raining when her father and
was
and
anxious to work,
unusually sister reached her home in Tacouia; and
curia E. Abbott, is*», ν^β:·Μ111··
Aa<lrew J. Hayes. ΙβΟβ. Ox Toni.
to give eomg idea of the climate there
bright for a boy of five years.
Πβ.1 W. Talbot, l*x\ Audover.
last
week
in Au- Mrs. Andrews sent a full blown rose in
Davis
Alice
passed
A Thomu. I*». An-lover.
burn with her young associates and old her letter, and it was fragrant and moist
Alton A. Austin. 1908, RldlonvlUe.
friends.
Henry W. Bearce. 1*». Hebron.
on reaching its destination.
That rose
Arthur Q. Hennett, 1906, Parla.
DCIIC l»CV»«M»ie IUAUUUIU IUI »» *»cca.
Everett D.
grew farther north than we are, but near
B">wn·, Jj®*'
Mrs. Baker Pbillipti is visiting her the Pacific coast and that makes the
father and family in her former home difference.
Samuel Ο. Bldott. 180·. Burn font Point.
in Poxcroft, but is expected home in a
A letter from D. 0. Davie of Minnesota
Clinton F. Forbes, 1906, Buckflekl.
few days.
β ν
ιυαι
Max ti. Newman. 1906. Fryebnrg.
iaow »ητλ
iuc
tiupo tucic
Rov Η Porter, 190U. South Parle.
week
are
this
shipped again
were all they could ask for; that they had
Apple»
Κ rack R. Ree«l, Jr.. 1906. Rumford Falls
Others
have
been
station.
Hebroo
from
much to be thankful for, and nothing to
Alton W. Rlchanleon. 1806, Bethel.
in here and pay higher prices than have regret. Be said the weather was simiEdward A. Stanford, 1906, Lovell.
Albert A. Whit®ore, 1906, Fryeburg.
been paid of late.
lar to October, but very little snow had
Chester H. Bean, 1907, Bethel.
II. A. Record is working on the rail- fallen, and Luke Osakis, which had
Perry A. Bom. 1907. Albany
road at present.
Elmer Cummin*·. ll«T.Paru.
partially frozen over, was then thawing
Leroy D. Keene, 1987, Norway.
A Christmas tree in Grange Hall is out again.
Reginald E. Roblneon, 1»).. Oxford.
reported for Saturday evening.
Herbert Ring shipped hie apples last
Porter L. Swift. 1907. Norwiy.
week, about 150 barrels, and when the
w-.
Wilson's Mills.
bills are all eettlod he thinks he will get
E. S. Bennett has bought the J. C. a little more than a new nickel for an
B. Locke. 1 ***. "
Γί" 11.
Bean place and will move in about old one, the price paid for his apples
Prank F. Smith,
Christmas. Rev. E. A. Tuck has rented being 91.25 per barrel.
Merle A. Sturtevant, 191», Hebron.
Mrs. Lora Chase visited at the Bennett
Robert i. Talbot.1the house since last March. He is now
°Γ·,Αν ,2Ι!ί'
Κ Ion L. Brown, special, Norway.
to place Sunday, and the next Tuesday
selling his furniture in
Judson G. Spoionl. tpeclal, South ParleMr. and Mrs. Tuck Miss Mary E. Brooks was our visitor.
steuhtn E. Abbott. School of Agriculture, | moving it out.
There is another wedding in the air
1906. Bethel.
will begin their missionary work in the
L.
LawWOS.
Brook».
Upton,
for January, but whether it will ma(iërry v
first of Jannary.
the
woods
I«owll.
pox. Law, 19W,
A. A. Flint is at his father'· suffering terialize or not remaine to be seen.
W HtoHD u«, W.
BjUijl.
Wllmer H. Uolman, Law, 1907. Dlxftekl.
from several fractured ribs caused by a
fall in the woods.
Oxford.
Officers elected at Aziscoos Orange,
Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary.
Rev. Howard Clifford of South Paris
10th:
Dec.
will lecture on Wednesday, Dec. 28.
To the friends of Mr. and Mrs. William
M.-W. H. Hait.
E. Bicknell of Hartford it maj be of
Subject, "A Ramble in Europe."
O.-J r Hart.
The T. A. Roberts Relief Corps was
interest to know that tbey observed the
L.-D.M. Hoy».
8.—
fiftieth anniversary of their marriage on
inspected on Saturday by Mrs. Noyés,
T.
Fox.
C-—C.
wife of Dr. Xoyes, of Brunswick.
December 17. The son and daughter did
Sec.—Β Ripley.
The officer· of the Grange are as folwhat they conld to make the day a
T.—B. J. Own.
D
Hart
Cere·—Ν
lows:*
pleasant one, bnt as Mrs. Bicknell has Pomoaa—
Lltttehale
L.
Matter—J. H. Hunting.
been confined to her bed for somt years,
flor*—«.». Rlpter.
Overseer—B. P. Faunoe.
only the simplest and most informal Q. K L. Bennett.
Burn·.
Secretary—Uranrllle
Λ.
r
Benne
A.
8.—P.
L.
Relatives
made.
celebration could be
Fred Haye·.
Treasurer—
Ami—η. β. mm
Steward—Arthur Verrtll
living near called and letters and gifts

a|

|

|

Whit-1

Vi-
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social.

Thursday the body of a man
been working for lfr. Howard Thurston
waa taken to Prince Edward Island for
burial. He bad been working about a
month and died after a short illness
from peritonitis.
Mrs. Edwin Gehrlng is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Chamberlin.
The doctor will join her for Christmas.
Dr. and Mrs. Xorroan Gehring and
little twin daughters arrived at the home
of Mrs. Gehrlng's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
G. R. Wiley, Tbursdav for the holidays.
lias been on the sick
Sheriff
list but is on the street again.
The schools in town have a holiday

—

were

reoeived.

Mr. Bicknell is the son of William
Bicknell, formerly of Hartford, and Mrs.
Bicknell is the daughter of Major Warren Richmond, formerly of Richmond's
(now Howe's) Corner in Turner. They
were married by Dr. ▲. A. Miner in
Boston where they lived until they came
to Maine about fifteen years sgo.
"Christmas shopping, more than that
of any other season, depends upon the
weather," says the Portland Advertiser.

And the irrépressible Biddeford Journal
man cannot help remarking that there
has hitherto been a general impression
that it depended largely upon the condition of the packetbook.

Northwest Bethel.

Awlatant Steward—John McNeal.
Lecturer—h, m. Phillip·
Pomona—Mr·. Pred Hull.
Cere»—Mr·. Hunting
Flora— Lettle Sudth.
Lady Aeet- Steward—Mr·, ftlc^eal..
Chaplain—Mr·. Hattte Brackett.

Pascal Morgan of Gorbam was here
this week.
Mrs. L. O. Morgan received the sad
the death of her brother,
news of
He
Thomas Jack man Lary, last week.
Dlckvale.
home in West Milan, of canhi·
at
died
R. L. Cummiogs baa two crew· pack·
cer in the stomach.
Mis· Virginia Brown ia expected home ' ng apple· in Peru. The price ia 91.15
>er barrel.
for the Christmas holiday·.
Charles Biebee and Ida Putnam, who
Mrs. Seth Maaon recently received
been quite ill, are improving.
me
word that her brother, Warner Kendall,
O. A. Biebee ia quite ill atthi· writing.
had met with an accident while driving
Many are putting in their ice.
team in the woods at East Snmner sad
D. C. Chenery, Wm. Allen, Leroy
was laid up with a broken leg.
John Bean has been a guest at R. L. Biabee and Hinun K. Waabburn are
working for Geo. S. Smith.
Bennett'·.

Tbey

were

they were practically without fundi,
they boarded the train. "Take α seat
In the rear of the car," said Smith to

hie friend.
Then Smith went forward and eut
down by a young woman. Soon tbey
were talking like old friends, and the
subject of tickets was brought up by
Bmith. He asked her to let him see
her ticket It was not of the variety
that requires the eljmature of the purchaser.
Smith

examined it until the conductor jcgme through, and then be
the ticket
There will be an all day meeting with banded up bis pass and
he said,
dinner, entertainmeAt and Christmas Pointing to bis friend behind,
.£enley
The
tree at Grange Ball, Saturday, Dec. 24, "The extra ticket is for him."
To this day the
scheme worked.
East Waterford.
Monday.
young woman does not know that she
The new telephone lines are in work- was once Mrs. Smith for α short ride
The Ùniveraaliat and Congregational
number
the
from
and
order
judging
societies gave a supper to the members ing
through Kansas.—Kansas City Times.
of the Sabbath School add parish in of rings, one wonders what people did
their several churches Saturday even- before.
A Queer Food.
Tho Temple Hill school is in charge of
ing. After the supper the young and
A most singular food is the larvae
οία enjoyed the unloading of the Christ- a Bates student, Miss Florence Lamb of
of a tiy common in certain portions
Charlestown, Mass.
mas tree.
Miss Edith Pitts teaches in the Plum- of California and known as ephydra.
The M. E. society will have their
Christmas tree Monday evening followed mer District.
This insect is found in such vast quanMr. and Mrs. Geo. II.- Keen have re- tities in Lake
by a dinner on Tuesday.
Mono, Cal, that It Is
turned from a visit in Bridgton.
washed upon the shores in Vast windfrom
is
at
home
Skinner
Bertha
Miss
West Sumner.
rows and eu» be collected by bushels.
where she has been teaching.
Mrs. Hannah Bates and Miss Maude Albany
The water of Mono Is very singular,
Ν. Π.,
left for Rochester,
Tuesday,
East Bethel.
seemingly very heavy and smooth, like
ι
Dec. 20, where they will visit several
oil, so much so that it resists ordinary
Christmas greetings to all.
weeks with Dr. J. H. Bates and family.
Mr. Sylvester Bisbee visited bis
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Biabee, of
Auburn, this week.
Mr. G. D. Walker is at home from
Hartford where he has been at work
son

carpentering.

Mrs. I. 0. Swift has been quite ill rebut is now much better.
Mr. Harry Crockett was at home over
Sunday. He is now at work at Mechanic
Falls and is still in the employ of Mr.
White, the contractor and builder.
M Us Emily Tuell has recently entered
Gould's Academy, Bethel, Maine.
Invitations are out to a grand ball at
New Grange Hall, North Buckfield, on
Dec. 30. A delightful time is expected.
Mrs. Villa Wfcst entertained the Baptist Circle on Dec. 21. An excellent dinner was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Fairfield Farrar are both
quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Field are out of
town for the holidays.

cently

Denmark.

Whitney, step daughter of
Clayton Perkins, met with a severe and
bad accident last week while sliding
down hill at the school honse by running against a team and hitting her head.
Miss Alta

Mrs. F. B. Howe visited relatives at
South Paris a few days last week.
Miss Josie Rich will spend tlie holidays witli her parents at their home in
Auburn.
Monday is observed as Christmas day
in the school.
Lest«r Bean has returned from teaching in Wilson's MiU·.
Mr. W. C. Blake recently shipped a
car load of potatoes to Massachusetts
for which he paid 40 cents per bushel.
An Attractive Offer.

Maine people will feel an unusual
interest in keeping a close watch on legislative proceedings during the coming
winter, when matters of great interest to
the people of the state will come up for
consideration. The Ketinebec Journal,
Daily and Weekly, covers all these proceedings with absolute thoroughness.
As the official state paper, it is the only
paper in Maine to publish the complete
official stenographic reports of proceedings, and these are supplemented by the
condensed and comprehensive reports of
a corps of special reporters engaged in
keeping a close watch upon committee
proceedings and general matters of legislation. Along with its magnificent reports of the proceedings of the Maine
legislature the Journal will carry the
full service of the Associated Press.
The Kennebec Journal will have, in
addition to the Associated Press reports
from the National Capitol, a valuable
special news service from one of the

She was taken up unconscious and carried to Mr. Dudley Perkins' and is at
the present quite sick.
C. O. Pendexter, A. P. Pingree and A.
II. Wit ham attended Probate Court at
South Paris Tuesday.
Mr. Sumner H. Smith had the misfor]αα/11η<ν notnonanor tsnrlroisi nf Waehinff.
ο
Γ —«
tune to cut his foot quite badly while
toc.
cutting wood last week.
all
these
With
advantages to offer for
Ice cutting season has begun in this
the winter, when the evenings are long
vicinity.
for reading
Many farmers are hauling water for and people bave more time
their stock from the rivers. Springe than during any other portion of the
year, the Journal makes the following
and wells are very low.
The Daily
Mr. Sanborn's teams are hauling oak extraordinarily low offer.
Kennebec Journal will be sent to any
from Mr. Edwin Pingree's place.
address, until the close of the legislative
session, for $1.00; The Weekly Kennebec
Norway Lake.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet Journal will be eent to any address,
with Mrs. Frances Partridge Dec. 28th. until the close of the legislative session,
Mothers' meeting with Mrs. Eunice for 25 cents. Can you afford to lose this
Mareton Jan. 3d.
opportunity to secure a live, up-to-date
J. A. Roberts and wife, W.1 H. Buck paper at a merely nominal price? Why
and wife and F. H. Perry and wife at not subscribe at once? Remittance may
be made by money order, registered lettended State Grange at Lewiston.
Miss Katherine Towne is teaching ter, check or in postage stamps, if more
school instead of Miss Lasselle, who has convenient, to Burleigh à Flynt, Pub·
Ushers, Augusta, Maine.
a position in the village schools.
—

—

University

The

(Ulead.

of

Maine

Catalog.

The annual catalog of the University
of Maine for 1904-1905, which has just
been issued, is a volume of 174 pages.
It ehows that the faculty numbers 62, of
whom 30 are professors, and the rest instructors, tutors and other assistants.
The list of students includes 554 names,
an increase of 15 over last year.
The material equipment has been enlarged during the year by the addition
of Lord Hall (the new building of the
mechanical and electrical engineering
departments). Holmes Hall (for agricultural investigation and instruction),
and by the erection of an infirmary and
two fraternity houses, the latter affording accommodations for some sixty
students.
By the making of Greek optional for
the degree of Bachelor of Arts the LatinScientific Course ceases to exist, those
students that take the required amount
of Latin, as well as those taking both
Latin and Greek, receiving henceforth
that degree.
A feature of importance and great
Newry.
convenience to instructors and students,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Foster are reas well as intending students, is the
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
tabulated statement of the
little daughter, born Dec. 17. The little complete
work of each term throughout the four
one weighed 8 pounds and 2 ounces, and
for each course in the Colleges of
we are informed is to bo named Mildred years
Mr. and Mrs. Ladd have returned to
their home iu Canada.
Mr. Ed son Lary has bought the house
formerly owned by Ladd.
H. E. Wheeler has gone to Lewiston
to attend the State Grange.
The echool closed in District No. 3
last Friday.
Miss Lisbeth Murphy returned to her
home in South Paris Saturday.
J. W. Bennett's nice dog, Max, while
on Wild River bridge got run over by
the cars so he had to be killed.
Mr. Jack McBride in jumping out of a
rack fell and broke both bones in his
wrist.
Alva Bryant and friende, who have
been camping in Harwood's camp, returned to Meohanic Falls the 14th, taking four deer with them.
Mr. J. E. Richardson and wife went
to Gorham, Ν. H., Wednesday.
The Mt. Rills met with Mrs. DeCosta
last Thursday.

Dorothy.
Mrs. Mary Foster, an aged lady, fell
quite recently and dislocated her
shoulder.
Her daughter, Mrs. John
Daley, came from Gorliam to assist in
caring for her, and she is improving
nicely.
Christmas is with us with its usual

festivities and we heartily extend to all
the compliments of the season.
Much anxiety is felt on account of
the continued drouth. Streams and
wells are getting low and rain is much

desired.

It is rumored that poultry and other
things have been spirited away in the
night time in certain localities, recently.

East Brownfield.

Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney's friends have
received news that she has been quite
ill in Hagerstown, Neb., where she is
visiting, but is better at present.
There was a Christmas tree at Bradbury's Hall.
Mrs. Hattie M. Sanborn is presenting
to her friends and patrons very attractive calendars advertising her line
of men's furnishings of which she has a
very full stock, sold at reasonable prices.
The Congregational Circle met at Mrs.
Eben Rounds' last Wednesday.
Ice of the best quality is being packed
here this year.

Brownfield.

At the regular meeting (Tuesday evening) of Pearl llebekah Lodge, No. 20, I.
O. 0. F., the following officers were duly
elected for the ensuing year:
Ν. G.—Mr*. Andrew Rlake.
V. G —Mnt Pans Rrown.
R. S.—M η» John Sands.
F. S.—Mre. John Horiplon.
Trea*.—Mie. Granville Manefleld.

The men are busy putting in ice. It
is said that it is in floe condition.
A fine display of Christmas goods in
store windows.
Quito a good deal of wood is being
hauled to the cars.

preference

Jo^b

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stnrtevant celebrated the first anuiversary of .their marriage
Tuesday the 20th.
Ira Bearce is at home from a visit to
Buckfleld and gaining in health.
Miss Maidie Moody read at two entertainments last week, one at East
Hebron and one at West Mi not. Misa
Moody has many calls to read and
always gives pleasure wherever listened
to.

Tbroagh.
out lii Kansas nbout 100
miles and wanted to reach Kaiuaa
City. One of tbem bad a pass for
John Smith and wife. He was John
Smith all right but bis friend could
hardly pass as M re. Smith. Although
How •■ΙΜΊ Frtwud Got

Lovefl.

Clayton LittleAeld
badly while working
day this week.

One or two cases
around the village
The adjusters for

insurance oompanies

and settled the

cut his hand quite
in the woods one
of

mumps

the, different
have been

still
Are

here

damage· on the burned
and damaged property. It was all very
satisfactory to the owners.

Orator'· Voice.
"In the church," says Emerson In his
a
essay on eloquence, "I call him only
good reader who can read sense and
poetry into any hymn In the hymn
book." The test Is a severe one, for there
are hymns which are wanting both in
sense and poetry. The essayist doubtless intended to call attention to that
charm of a good voice which enchains
attention and Indicates a rare sensibility in the reader. "The voice, like
the face, betrays the nature and dlsnosition and soon indicates what Is the
An

range of the speaker·» mind. Many
people have no ear for music, but every
one ties an ear for Hklllful reading."
John Qulncy Adams was said to be
so pood a reader that no man in his
time could read the Bible with suelT
powerful effect. Mr. Emerson, who
heard the ex-president speak when his
fine voice was broken by age, records
that "the wonders he could achieve
with that crocked and disobedient orhave
gan showed what power might
belonged to it in eurly manhood."

Wkr the Golfer Married.
"In Scotland,"' said an Englishman,
"golf is almost a disease. I heard not
long ago of an elderly bachelor In
Edinburgh who had played golf from

boyhood up. He had never courted
girl because, he said, golf hadn't

his
α

allowed him the time.
"Hence everybody was surprised one
day to hear that the crusty old gentleman was to be married. A caddie—
the ciddlee are men in Scotland—went
to him, wrung him by the hand and

Back to School
your boy
do his best work.

How is his Suit?

everybody

Blunders are sometime· very expensive. Occasionally life itself is the price

of a mistake, but you'll never be wrong
if you take Dr. King's New Life Pills
for Dyspepsia,
Dizziness, Headache,

Liver

or

Bowel troubles.

gentîe yet thorough.

Shurtleff à

Paria.

They

are

85 cent· at F. A.

Co.'a, Sooth Paria.

Weat

A Hlat For Health.

Physicians

say that those who sleep
arlth tbelr mouths closed have the best
health. If you awake In the night and
Snd your mouth open get up and close
It—Kansas City Journal.

*·■_.
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things.
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$1.50
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$ 6.00

$200

to

$12.00

$ .50

to

$ 2.50

and

25c

SOUTH PARIS.
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50c.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY,

F. A. «HURTLEFF A CO.

F.

SHFRTLEFF A CO.
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1905
THE NEW YEAR WILL FIND YOU IN NEED OF

f

Account Books, Receipt Blanks
and various other office and desk materials.

disagreeable odor. -Λ traveler says:
Sometimes while shooting turkeys In
the shrubs I entirely forgot the stinging tree till I was warned of its close
proximity by its smell and have often
in a little forest of them.
found

have

η

complete

a

All the standard

I was only once stung, and that very
It
Its effects are curious.
leaves no marks, but the pain is madand for months afterward the

We

styles

and sizes,

10

cts. to

$2

Old Farmer's, Maine Farmers' and Leavitt's,

lightly.

00.

10c.

each.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

dening,
part when touched is tender in rainy
weather or when it gets wet In washing. etc. I have seen α man who treats

F. A.SHURTLEFF&CO.
2 Stores, I
! Maine.

the

ordinary
ground in agony after being stung,
and I luive known a horse so complete-

of
ly mild after getting Into α grove
the trees that he rushed open umithed
at every one who approached hjm and
hod to l»e shot. Pons when stung will

F.

A.

A

SnVRTLEFF

|

assortment.

myself

on

to

come

UNDERWEAR

The StlnclnR
The stinging tree of faraway Queensland is a luxurious shrub, pleasing to
the eye. but dangerous to the touch.
to,
It grows from two or three inches
emits
ten or fifteen feet in height and

F.

CO.

A.

NIURTI,K)K

A.

!
S

Co.

qqqaaaeaqQgaqqaq·.->

:

rush about, whining p!teou;Iy. biting
pieces from tue nirecieu pun.
«

λ

"...,.».4·> Uruiui.

ETS, HARNESS,

W. 0. & G. W.

had some dispatches which had informed him of Grunt's nearness. He
asked if this was so.
"No." said Lee, "but («rant ought to
be there, and he will be." Lee was a
great general himself and knew what
He had
a great general should do.
studied out Grant's plans from the
place where he last heard of hliu and
decided where he would next make his

SOUTH

\
....

*

10

j

cts.

Frothingham,
MAINE.

PARIS,

$1.00

a copy

a

year

MCCLURE'S

appearance.
General Gordou went to Spottsylvanlu. Grant was there, and one of the
fiercest battles of the war was fought.

j

TRUNKS,

BAGS AND SUIT CASES

morning."
In surprise, General Gordon asked
•.vli;.· troops were ueeded at that partiet i r spot.
"Because,'' replied General Lee.
"Grant will be there."
Nothing had been heard of Grant's
movements for a long time, but General Gordon supposed General Lee had

w.

HORSE BLANK-

FUR ROBES,

( :.v ...... ..... i;.„ tàe war belweeu the
st".ie; >.(·.;*·:·.: 1 Lee sent for General
Gordon nul said to him: "Take these
itV i:iienis'--mentloning some—"and go
Be there tomorrow
υ Sprttsylvania.

Ragac*4 For Good.

1

good looking enough

SWEATERS and WESCUTS,

Tree.

I

..

of all these

Under-

warm

REEFERS and OVERCOATS,··.··

see the details of objects presented to their eyes. A fly could only
see the two silver coins above described separately at a distance not exceeding about seven feet.

roll

good

He must be to

His Over-

SUITS,

ability to

Clara—Are you engaged to Douglas
for good?
Gertrude—It looks so.
I
Among all forma of mistakes proph- don't think he'll ever be able to marry
lex la the most gratuitous*—Bllot

■~±..

not warm or

are

specialty

than Ae do. Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney
calculated that β dragon fly cannot see
separately two objects which are placed less than one degree apart. In other words, to such un insect two silver
coins lying on- α table three inches
apart and viewed from u distance exceeding fourteen and one-third feet
would appear as a single object. Bees
and tlies, according to the suine authority, are still more limited In their

Facta About Brcithlif.
Ιο the ordinary respiration of man
10 or 17 cubic inches of atmospheric
air pass Into the lunge 20 times a minute, or a cubic foot every 5% minutes—
274 cubic feet In 24 hours. The lungs
hold 280 cubic feet At each respiration 1.375 of oxygen la converted into
carbonic add gae. The nitrogen Inaplred and expired Is exactly equal.
During the act of Inspiration the lungs
bave been found to be the coldest parts
of the body.

The Compromise.
She—How sweet of you to own that
you were In the wrong! He (absentmindedly)—Yes; mother always taught
me that it was easier to give In to a
woman than to argue with her.—Detroit Free Press.

Has he

wear?
If they

Again

clothed ?

properly

His Sweater?

Reefer?

coat or

MAGAZINE
btimulating,

is "the cleanest, most

the

family,"

says

It is without

general magazine

meatiest

for

of tHe million who read it every month.

one

question

"The Best at any Price"

are promised for next year—six or more wholesome
interesting short stories in every number, continued stories, beautiful pictuns in colors, and articles by such famous writers as Ida M.
Tarbell,' Lincoln Steffens, Ray Stannard Baker, John La Farge,
Widiam Allen White, and Charles Wagner.
Get all of it right
into your home by taking advantage of this

Great features

Special Offer

Send $1.00 before January 31, 1905, for a subscription for the year igos
and we will send you free the November and December numbers of 1904

—

fourteen months for $1.00

or

the

48-59 East 23d Street, New York

price
City.

of twelve.

Address. McCLURE'S.

Write for agents' terms.

THE/

WORLD'S WORK

magaxine tuhich tells
of the progress of the buorld
The

through touonderfut pictures

OVER !

WALK
We have secured the

and have got

and

they

are

a

good

Agency

surely

for the famous

line of them in !>tock.

$4.00

AND

$3.50

PRICE

worth the

price.

At>k to

see

them.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUoE

primer

do It.

Is he

must go this week.

between tbe circles will be a minute of
of
arc. This space Is plainly the limit
detn 11 visible to the unassisted human
that an
eye. Now, it might be supposed
insect, having a compound eye, would
be able to aee more detail than we can
do—in other words, collId separate
small objects closer together. Λα a
matter of fact, owing to the small
aperture of the lenses composing the
facets of the eye and the spacing between tbe f&cets, insects see less detail

pain lightly

8TORE8.

BLUE

The Buffalo Wallonrt.
said sentimentally:
"
A curiosity of the plains is the buffa'Man, I'm glad yer going to wed. I
There has not been a
think ye must love her dearly. I know lo wallows.
sweet- buffalo in them for years, but they are
your life will be all bliss and
nesR now, and I envy ye the golden the same today as they were generations or even centurie» ago. They are
days o' romance in store.'
"
'Pooh, pooh. Robert,' said the oth- no longer frequented by cattle, of
Mac· course, and therefore not freshly worn,
er. -'It's nothing of that sort.
mann, (lie champion, took a wife last but they remain to this day barren and
I black amid the vast plaiu of living
year, and It improved bis game.
In the spring they stand full of
am just taking one In the hope that green.
"
water until the advancing summer sun
it will improve mine.'
evaporates It, and then they are barren and black again. They are perfect
Thackeray'· Odd Van,
"He wrote a very small, neat hand circles, some large as a circus ring, and
and used slips of note paper," said the their basins are packed firm and hard
late John Holllngshead of London con- by the tread and roll of many generathe bison.
Another recolleccerning Thackeray. "These he would tions of
Is the
often gather up and put in his coat tion here of this extinct race
buffalo Irirds, which abound in great
at
work,
his
secretary
leaving
pocket,
Their function now, as in
and stroll down to the Athenaeum club. numbers.
the time of the bison, is to pick insec ts
Here. If he could get a comfortable tatie backs of the cattle which
ble and was not waylaid by any gos- from
feed on the plains. Sometimes twenty
sip, to whom he was always ready to
or more feed on a steer's back, while
give an attentive ear, he would pull
steer calmly and with evident
a few the
his
his
und
out
story
carry
slips
Agriculture, Technology, and Pharmacy.
munches buffalo grass.- Kanpleasure
or
two
he
hour
In
an
farther.
steps
sas City Star.
Governor-elect Cobb, it is announced, would
again collect the scattered pahas settled upon the following members
and go on to the Gurrick club,
of his staff: Augustus B. Parnham of pers
ft Warn -AU Good.
where, if not interrupted, he would reMr.'Joue» was very fond of a kind of
Bangor, adjutant general; Edward J. sume his
This habit of comwriting.
of
Foxoroft, commissary general;
Mayo
of boiled pudding his wife made, so, says
J. B. O'Neill of Portland, surgeon gener- posing In public frightened many
when she had gone
who thought they London Answers,
old
club
the
B.
of
W.
Skelton
fogies,
Lewiston,
judge
al;
for an afternoon and evening she
advocate general; Elliott C. Dill of Port- were being caricatured for posterity, away
land, inspector general of rifle practice; and uo doubt helped to get him black- promised that she would leave one of
the favored puddings In the saucepan
Edward H. Kelley of Bangor, military balled at the Travelers'."
for his evening meal.
secretary. For inspector general, Gen.ι
DrlOjce of the Evil Man.
F. L. Iloyt of Lewiston and Maj. W. O.
"Well." she said on her return, "au»!
Peterson of Brunswick are candidates.
Near Aberystwith, on the west coast how dl«l the pudding go down?"
Governor Hill has four aides-de-camp, of Wales, where the Monk river flows
"Soo-preme!" said Tom, smacking his
but Governor Cobb has not yet an- through a black, yawning abyss, there
"
at the recollection.
'Twas a ; go&i
lips
nounced whom he will select for those Is a
urch bridge of unknown α pudding as you have ever made."
single
places, except in the case of H. M. Cast- antiquity. The popular .legend says
"That's good," was the gratified re
ner of Portland.
that It was built by the devil, and far
sponse of Mrs. Jones. "I'm glad you
and near it Is known as "the Bridge
FIGHT WILL BE BITTER.
enjoyed it. What »lld you do with the
Those who persist in closing their cars of Devils" or "the Bridge of the Evil cloth?"
against the continual recommendation Man." British .antiquarians are united
For a moment Mr. Jones solemnly
of Dr. King's New Discovery for Con- In the belief that it was built by the surv
eyed her.
sumption, will havo a long and bitter early mouks, but that fact does not
"Did it have u
"What!" he said.
fight with their troubles, if not ended affect the popular legend in the least, cloth on?"
earlier by fatal termination. Read what
'H.)ld Harry's" part In its erection being
T. R. Beall of Beall, Miss., lias to say:
never questioned by the Inhabitants of
The True Itlenl.
"Last fall my wife had every symptom
that "the
The true ideal that should 1111 a man's
of consumption. She took Dr. King's Cardiganshire. Grose says
New Discovery after everything else had bridge is an honor to the band that heart and lire his energies l.t excellence
failed. Improvement came at once and built it, whether that hand be Satan's In his own sphere, the living of fois
fou# bottles entirely cured her." Guar- or that of some monk."
own particular life just as fully am',
anteed by F. A.Shurtleff A Co., South
nobly as he—not somebody else—can
Paris, West Paris. Price 50c. and f 1.00.
Life'· Chan ne·.
True, this Is an unknown quantity, bul
Trial bottles free.
The great novel, the great book of It is a real and attainable one.
Day
any sort, is no longor being written for by day It Is rising and day by day u
REVOLUTION IMMINENT.
exactly the same reason that the Goth' man may feel conscious of increased
A 8ure sign of approaching revolt and
lc cathedral la no longer being bnllt, power. Whither it may lead him he
serious trouble in your system is nernot Itccuuse men have become Incapa- cannot tell, but that
by Its guidance he
vousness, sleeplessness, or stomach upsets. Electric Bitters will quickly dis- ble of it nor because its possibilities will go farther and accomplish mor··
It are exhausted, but because unforeseen than by nny other he may rest assured.
member the troublesome causes.
never fails to tone the stomach, regulate changes In social and economic condiAttempting nothing impossible, he is
the Kidneys and Bowels, stimulate the tions have rendered it impossible.—H. doomed to no inevitable
disappointdown
Run
and
the
blood.
Liver,
clarify
G. Wells.
ment, nor Is there any limit at which
and
all
the
benefit
particularly
systems
he may ceuse to strive.—Self Help.
usual attending aches vanish under its
tatiifled Her.
searching and thorough effectiveness.
She—Stop! You shan't kiss me toA Pineapple Plantation.
Electric Bitters is only 50c., and that is
not before I have had
The first operation in starting a pinereturned if it don't give perfect satis- night—at least,
an explanation.
I
that
heard
today
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtfaction.
apple plantation Is to cut off the ham
you had been engaged to sixteen dif- mock
leff A Co., South Paris, West Paris.
growth and clear the area,
ferent girls. He—But that was before
though the stumps of the larger trees
Water
Kennebec
on
the
I
had
seen your angel face, my love.
A workman
The "slips," which
»re left standing.
District at Waterville was seriously in- She—So it was, to be sure.
I never
are
growths from the old
simply
accident
a
Thursday.
jured by peculiar
thought of that
plants, are usually put in with a pointHis pick struck and exploded a dynamite
ed stick at the rate of 12,000 to the
which had been lost some time
Sample· pidat lalt..
The first crop matures in about
His
acre.
before while blasting boulders.
that
who
artist
Neighbor—Did
stayfaoe was filled with, gravel and dirt, and
eighteen months, and when three crops
month
with
last
ed
paint your are secured, in as
you
his eyes were injured but the light was
man}' years, the
Parmer —He
doors and windows?
not destroyed.
fields are abandoned for this culture,
did pot. At first be refused to do such
the surface again cleared and planted
common work, and after I had seen
A FRIGHTENED HORSE.
In tomatoes.
one of his pictures I refused to let him
mad
down
the
street
like

We learn that Amos E. McAllister of
West Lovell is very ill, with not much
hope of recovery.
Running
John A. Fox attended the State
or a hundred
Grange at Lewlston as delegate from dumping the ocoupants,
other
accidents, are every day occurSuncook Grange at this town.
to have
Dea. Peter McAllister is quite siek at rences. It behooves
a reliable Salve handy, and there's none
present.
Salve.
as good as Bucklen's Arnica
Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema and Piles,
West Buckfteld.
under its soothing
Mrs. Emma Bonney and Jessie an at disappear quickly
effect. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff A
home from North Turner.
Co.'· Drug Stores, South Paris, West
Thomas Bradbury and wife are at the
Paris.
farm for a few days.
Miss Alice Bearoe is teaching onr win·
A COSTLY MISTAKE.
ter term of sohool.

Miss Mattie Elwood has returned to
Norwood, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Barrett of Barrett
called at Harry Buck's Wednesday.
Charles Lowe has finished working
for Fred Cooper.
Arthur Hall is hauling logs.
Eugene and Paul Bennett are at home
from Berlin Vails, H. H.

wind and refuses to become ruffled.
When the larvae begin to appear the
Indians gather from far and near und
scrape them up, place the wormlike
creatures on cloths and racks in the
sun and dry them, when they are
beaten up and busked, looking then
The Indians call the food
like rice.
koo-cliab-bee, and many bushels are
collected at Ills time. That larvae are
nutritious is shown by the condition
of the Indians, who soon grow fat on
the rich diet. Many birds are attracted by the larvae and gorge themselves
with the singular food.

Peculiarities of Bye·.

The buinnu eye in perfect condition
U able to see objects separately tbat
are only one minute of arc apart. Put
two object·—ae, for Instance, two black
circles on a white ground—Just one
Inch apart and then place them at a
distance of about 280% feet. As seen
with the linked eye tbe apparent space

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manaeer.

NORWAY, MAINl.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman

TELEPHONE 1 9-3.

USEFUL

GIFTS FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
I have a Ι.Λ KG Κ LINE OF BOSTON BAGS from 50 cent» to $3.50.
selling a nice Leather Lined, 12-inch Boston Bng for 11.25.
The prices run from 75
line of SUIT CASES will please you.

I am

My

cents to $1) 00.
FUIV ROBES for the baby from 13.00 to ltf.00.
STREET BLANKETS from 85 cento to *5.00.
SLEIGH BELLS from 50 cents to 12.50.

J

I AM ES Ν.

1 31 Main St.,

FAVOR, BMi/S*0""
Norway. Maine.

CASTORIA FmiMirtMiiM.
Tlu KM Yn Kill Aliip Bu(kt

/

<*

/j?

fcmocv*'

Ihe Oxtavâ

George A. Wilson, Jr., it at homi >|
from Augaito for Christmas.

t

Daniel C. Merrill of Bangor has beet 1
visiting his brother, Freeman C. Merrill
for a few days.
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The New Deputy Sheriffs.
Sheriff-elect Mclntire has so far made
appointments of deputies as follows:
The Maine Democratic Club will hold
Wither L. Farrar of South Paris, aged its annual
banquet at the Falmouth
4tî, jailer. Mr. Farrar is now in the
Hotel, Portland, Jan. 7th. It is expectgrocery business. He was postmaster ed that Senator Carmack of Tennessee
at South Paris under the second Clevewill speak.

f

I·

tï

e.i'
,.

■

\
:
iri.

vt

'iith.
M .unt Pletsani Rebekah Lodge, No
-<.omt and fourth Fridays of each
Ml Fellow·* Hall.
vv. K. Kimball Poet, No. 14», meet*
i:
third Saturday evening» of eacli
In tj. Λ. K. Hall.
Κ Kimball Relief Corp· meet» Aral
evenings, of each month, ta
;

,■

0i

Kerulai
Lodge. No. ^4.
or before full moon
(·»' iΗν evening on
Κ -Mount Mica l.otlge, regular meet
.ν evening of eac>i week.—Auron
>
t. lirai and third Monday evening!
M.—Parte

-Saturday
Keltcf t urps Hall.
from May 1 to Oct. I,
ρ t π. Parle Uran*e.
Saturday, during the
m l ttilrd
—

Satur>fay,

In
f the year, meet· every
b.'^nce Hall.
of
fourth
and
Monday·
Second
i,.(.
t.v h month.
-Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
ν
and fourth Wednesday evening·
■y,.·,..,·· Ί1
month.
Qfiarh
Hamlin Lodge, Nw. SI, meets every
^
wnmg at Pythian Hall.
tr »
WiHxImen of America.—South Pari·
M
v ., usk»7. meets second and fourth Tuee·»·«'
ilng» In Uolden Cross Hall.
,:,%v
Partis Council, No. NfcJl,
Λ nttii'im
awl llilnl Monday evenings at 7:3o.
lir-t
;·
n.e»
a.

—

I··iiils be^in Tuesday.

>,

a
I. in li.tr»! Stuart is in Auburn fur
while.
Μ vs .Jessie C. Tulman is visiting in

Portland.

E.irle W. Stuart is at home from Boei-.r the Christ mas season.

t.

H

irrv

I.iit'ien M. Robinson of Philadelthe juest of relatives in town.

Κ
;

M Wheeler is at home from
for the holiday vacation.

The Bancroft Foote House, a three
story wooden building containing 1β
rooms given to the Good Will Homo
Association by Edwin Bancroft Foote of
New York City, was dedicated at Good
Will Home Wednesday.
Charles S. Hichborn of Augusta was
elected mayor of Augusta on Monday, to
succeed Gustavus A. Robertson, deceased, and William M. Ayer of Oakland
from
Kennebec
was elected senator
County in place of Mr. Robertson.

occurreu

over

may be. It is pleasant to
loved and lost as dwelling
in Paradise rather than sleeping in that
village under the hill. The Scriptures
seem to give us our choice of beliefs. We
choose the pleasantest, but are in no
wise responsible for facts.
One son and four daughters are left to
mourn and miss him, and many others
not of kin, for he was a man with many
friends and was worthy of them. We
remember him as our teacher in the little "red school house" on South Hill in
a winter-time long gone by. He was particularly kind and considerate with the
little ones.
We remember one of the larger boys,
man-grown, who occupied the "back
seat," sauced him in an evil hour, and
the look that flashed^ into the teacher's
eyes boded no good to Sam. Sam braced
up, but Sam and the bench gave way. If
you never saw a mink skinned it is useless to try and tell you bow Sam looks
to us as we peer across more than half a
hundred years—Sam with his bob-tailed
coat up about his ears. He didn't whip
him, but just snaked him. And he deserved it.
Hail and farewell! Old teacher and
John.
kind friend.

poetical they

our

Mi^N Maud Carter is at home from
lester. M;tss„ fora week's vacation.
;

THK

NEW

As a usual thing editors save the good
things for the columns of their own
newspapers, but the following letter
from S. H. Duncan, editor of the Seaton,
111., Independent, shows that there is at
least one editor who wants to help others.
He writes as follows:
"To the Editor of the Democrat:
1 wish you would print the following
and thus help roe to do a kindness to
My wife has been a great
your readers.
sufferer with stomach troubles for the
past four years, and the last two years
an invalid.
Nothing seem to
practically
help her until I procured a box of Mi-oThis
na, nature's cure for dyspepsia.
gave her so much relief that she continued using the remedy until now she enjoys her meals, is relieved from all pain
in her stomach and has inoreased in flesh.
I hope you will publish this letter, for
I think there is no remedy for stomach
trouble equal to Mi-o-na, and the more
wide spread its use becomes, the more
good will be done to humanity.
S. H. DUNCAN,
Editor of Independent."
f. A. Shurtleff & Co. have the local
agency for Mi-o-ua and their faith in its
merits equals Editor Duncan's.
They,
in facr, offer to pay for Mi-o-na themBolves in any tase where it does not give
satisfaction. No stronger endorsement
of the merits of the remedy can be given
than this, that a local drug Arm is willing to sell a medicine on their own guarantee to refund the money if it does not
cure stomach troubles and increase flesh.

and

the

A SLED

We have
friends with a little token?
left which will make a very pretty

Store.

-

Buy

the

boy

a

few X-mas

goods

NEW YEAR'S PRESENT !
Just

in and

come

them and you will b&

see

tempted to buy,
Pretty Goods.

Prices

M. LUISIT,

L.

THAT STEERS. Telephone 18-4.

136 Main

Right.

St., Norway.

one

and save his shoes

ill beat every
Sled on the hill.

We Have

and havè decided to make

joiinston, of Mexico, io

the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
Bradford
In said District, respectfully represents that
on

a

great reduction in price

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persona Interested In either of the Estate?
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari*. In and
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tuesday of
Dec., In the year of our tard one thousand
nine hundred and four. The following muter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Okukkku:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively 1· the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, in said County, that they may api>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1905, at 9

Johnston, } In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clikknck Hale, Judge or the District Court of the United Sûtes for the District

Overstock in

nn

Overcoats

NORWAY, MAINE.

)

w.

see

Flexible Flyer

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

of Maine:

Specialty

DO YOU WANT TO BEGIN THE NEW YEAR
RIGHT? What better way is there than remembering your

"MAN THAT IS WKLL WORTH READING.

In the matter of
liftai>koki> W.

-

to close them 'out.

the 13th

Overcoats S,UN°.$9.00

Overcoats aT»".* $6.75
all good honest
values, correct in style, well made
are

and have good serviceable linings.

suspended. Saturday one
Haggerty was brought into court
charged with vagrancy. He received a
sentence of thirty days in jail.

SHERIFF.

LETTER FΒΟΗ AN ILLINOIS NEWSPAPER

These Coats

While on a hunt
Cornville Tuesday.
George H. Braley of Parkman fired at
Alice I. Frost is at home from Dexter,
Bertrand G. Mclntire of Waterford, a rabbit which was circling in the
(irace Rennett, who is teaching who will become sheriff witli the new direction of Eugene Sanford, another of where she is teaching, for the holidays.
vacation.
success with her
:: K\e. V Ii., is at home fur a
year, was quite well known in the county the party. The shot struck Sanford She is having excellent
before hie nomination for the office, lie below the knee, breaking both bones of scbool.
Iiilia P. Morton is at home from
M
The new order of things took place at
is the sun of Justin E. Mclntireof Water- the leg. Braley was arrested and bound
her te lunjr in Abin^ton, Mass., fur a
the electric light station Monday mornford, and was born Oct. 27, 18β(1, in that over.
week
town, where he has always resided. In
ing. Sunday the power was ehut off all
The Maine State Grange held its an- day while the stack and steam pipes
Vin- \ita ('. Walker is at home from company at first with his father and hie
week.
in
last
Lewiston
vanual
It is
meeting
.ι
were changed to the new boiler.
1.·
hing at Wells for the holiday
brother, Leslie E. Mclntire, and later
shows a now understood that the service will be
with hie brother alone, he has been en- State Master Gardner's report
cation.
in buying and shipping to market very prosperous condition of the order. of the very best. The plant has not been
T. S. Barnes and family went Thurs- gaged
and 17 new subor- shut down before for several years.
stock of all kinds, and in that business One new Pomona
after
until
remain
to
'!;tv t.. Portland
Miss Annie Bagley entertained the
has had dealings with many people of dinate granges have been organized, and
( hrintmas.
11 have been reorganized, making 28 members of the Round Table, at her
a
the county. Ue has always been
Olive M. Stuart, who has been Democrat, and represented his district more than last year. A gain in mem- home on Bridge Street, Monday evening.
Μ
halls Miss
ti r the past two or three weeks.
in the legislature of M**}. In the election bers of 5,091. Eleven new grange
Bagley spoke to her company on
of last September, as is well known, al- have been dedicated during the year, the poet Whittier, whom she formerly
is ruproviug.
actual inventory there is rising well knew.
The evening was one of
the county was Republican by liy
Mis» Eunice Fobes is at home fur the though
homes in much
and profit to the memabout 21X10, on account of a combination •?7:W,000 invested in grange
pleasure
in
her
teaching
:>tma.s vacation from
bers of the club.
of causes, of which hie personal popu- Maine.
U'.tkeHeld, Mass.
Frank A. Perkins of Mexico was in
larity was undoubtedly one, he was electThe educational department has had
town the first of the week in consultaI lie Kpworth League will meet with ed sheriff by a plurality of 124. Ue was
of
a
5000
for
copies
distribution,
tion with Sheriff-elect Mclntire of WaterMr >. ( Ordway un Western Avenue, married in IStM) to Miss Alice Sawin of printed
pamphlet entitled "Corporal Punish- ford.
Waterford.
Thursday evening.
ment in the Public Schools," it being
Tuesday, Dec. 20, '04, at one o'clock,
the charge of Judge A. R. Savage to the on Elm
M in-. ->usie L. Porter is at home from
TUE liKTIKINU UKI'ITIKS.
Street, Augusta, Edward E.
the
fur
vs.
of
she
teaches,
in
the
case
where
Ilartford,
Kilgore
Portland,
Witt of Norway was married to Mary C.
Under the continuous Republican ad- jury,
where an action was brought against a
Christmas vacation.
ministration of the sheriff's office almost
Lapbam of Augusta, by Rev. C. A.
teacher, at Lewiston, because of her Hayden. The wedding was a quiet one,
The «lays have begun to lengthen, but since the organization of the party,
of a scholar. The pamphlet
fulfillment of the other part uf the changes in the force of deputy sheriffs punishment
only relatives of the bride and groom
t
contains 20 pages, and would be of value,
ι·
being present. Lunch waH served from
.let seems tu be unnecessary.
have not beeu sweeping, and some of
home.
in
the
ami
in
schoolroom
the
both
1:80 to 2:30. The large number of presthe deputies have continued as officers
in
the
teacher
a
free
ns
will
sent
be
M
Amelia Bisbee,
upon application. ents were
highly appreciated. Mr. Witt is
for a long unbroken period up to this Copies
M iv.uhiisetts schools, is spending her
of Norway's selectmen, is represeutti me.
Three lives were loet in a fire which one
• hristntas
vacation with relatives in
one of the
Of those whose names appear on the consumed the house of John Johnson, a ative-elect from this district,
town.
a forlist of deputies for 1904, the deau of the laborer, in Bangor Wednesday morning. town's most prosperous farmers,
one of
M. Hammond has a quantity corps is easily Ronello A. Barrows of The victims were Mrs. Johnson, aged 35, mer Master of Norway Grange and
Mrs Λ
citizens.
••f
isehold ii< ode for sale enumerated Canton, who has been a deputy contin- and two of her sons, Kenneth, aged Norway's most highly esteemed
of the late Dr.
iu this uously since March, 1S70—a period of
iu advertisement elsewhere
A third Mrs. Witt is the daughter
seven, and Theron, aged three.
Wiu. B. Lapham of Augusta, Norway's
almost
thirty-five
years.
0,
by
jumpHerbert,
aged
paper.
escaped
boy,
a most popular
Xot far behind is Albert 1'. Bassett of ing from a bedroom window. He was centennial historian, and
II. W. Dennison and family spent
Mrs. Witt will
who has thirty continuous
hos- Augusta lady. Mr. and
is
in
the
and
Norway,
and
cut
burned
badly
Dennison's
< hristmas with Mr.
parents,
live in their new home on the farm,
to his record, eight of them at
pital. Leaving her three children still
Mr a.id Mrs. II. P. Dennison, at West years
Witt.
I.ovell and the last twenty-two at Nor- iu bed, Mrs. Johnson went to a near-by just completed by Mr.
Bethel.
Sheriff-elect Mclntire and his staff of
way. lie has been a state detective for store to get something for their breakat the
.1. Mellen Cummings has suhl his >|uite a number of years, and has recent- fast. Neighbors discovered the tire and deputies were in consultation
House Tuesday. General orders
Beat's
shut1: ise <>n Highland Street to T. M. ly been re-appointed.
the
into
she rushed
blazing.house,
after which
A. F. Warren of Bucktield has been a ting the door behind her. With her two were issued and discussed,
Davis. Mr. Davis is tu take possessiun
Landlord
one of
March 10th next.
! deputy seventeen years. George G. children she was overcome in the kitchen the party enjoyed
Woodman's best dinners.
has
served
contlnof
three
the
that
there
Shirley
Fryeburg
it
was
and
corpses,
The hydrants were tested after Fri- !
Oxford County Association of Knights
uously for the past sixteen years, be- terriblv charred and burned beyond
observe Christmas as
will
day morning's lire. Two of them, the sides four years at an earlier time, when
was so Templar
There
fonnd.
were
on
recognition,
at 11:45 Α., Grand Trunk
>ne in the Square and the upper one
Railway System,
I) Stacy was sheriff. During much delay in ringing in the alarm that usual at Masonic Hall, Monday
Lorenzo
but
an election of offi- Montreal.
ll^h Street, were found frozen,
that time he has brought just twopi ison- the house was burned flat before the a. m. There will be
were easily thawed.
cers and lunch.
; ers to jail.
tiremen arrived.
NO MORE SUFFERING.
The Thompson boat, for some time
ThaiMeus Cross has had fifteen years
Mrs. Wirt Stanley entertained & dozen
If you are troubled with indigestion
near the ice house, has been
beached
Fan-tan
all
at
Xorwav.
of coutinuous service,
lady friends Tuesday evening.
Thirtieth Wedding Anniversary.
Cure
sold to George Home and Dr. W. A. get a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia
w.i» the special diversion of the evening.
James R. Tucker went ou the list of
On Wednesday evening, Dec. 21st, the Drake and moved on the ice to their and see how quickly it will cure you.
and
were served,
1SUS
lu
fourteen
refreshments
ago.
years
Dainty
deputies
of Spencer, la., says:
friends and neighbors of Mr. and Mrs.
cottages on the west side of the lake Geo. A. Thomson,
the eveuiug was much enjoyed.
Mr. Tucker was elected sheriff, and as
Algernon C. Jewett gathered in Odd Fel- where it will be used by the owners of "Have had Dyspepsia for twenty years.
oil the first of the following Janusuch
Kodol
lows Hall, Denmark, to extend to them the two
The next supper ami entertainment of
cottages for the benefit of the My case was almost hopeless.
took charge of the jail, where he has
their creetincsand tokens of esteem, it bethe l*niversalist Good Cheer Suciely will ary
Dyspepsia Cure was recommended aud I
his four years as
property.
since
lemaitieil,
during
the
be
it
is
only
be held .lau. :>d, and a rire treat will
ing their thirtieth wedding anniversary.
While unloading applee at the Baptist used a few bottles of it and
I sheriff and the two years of Mr. Flint's Κ ·ν. W. Π. Palmer was master of cereWould not
given those who attend the entertain- term.
church Tuesday, Frank Coffin of North thing that has relieved me.
Jewett
with
Mrs.
one.
and
doctored
Mr.
Have
it.
will
miscellaneous
and
be
a
a
barrel bo without
ment which
calling
monies,
Water ford was ba;ily injured by
Fred A. 1'orter of Rumford Falls was
and
at
before him in front of the stage made of
Mr Tower of Norway will sing and Miss
apples falling upon him. He was local physicians and also Chicago,
commissioned deputy sheriff twelve
a very pretty and pleasing address taken to his home but the extent of his even went to Norway with hopes of getthem
Tower w ill read and there will be other
was
elee'ed sheriff in
He
ago.
years
and ordering the curtain drawn presenta'Tactions equally as great. Look fur
ting some relief, but Kodol Dyspepsia
injuries is not fully known.
an I served through two terms of
that has done
ed to them a stage covered with many
further particulars next week. Prices 1SU4,
Nathan Dennison of Boston is visiting Cure is the only remedy
! two years each. He is also state deHis me any gooi^ and I heartily recommend
Iteautiful and costly presents. Among his old home for a few days.
as usual.
1
tective.
now it.
the number was a tine oak extension
Every person suffering with Indigesparents formerly owned the place
Tribune Farmer is the
The New-Vo'
Edgar L. Flint of East Iliram and
to match, a
tion or Dyspepsia should use it." Sold
Dr. B. F. Bradbury.
square table with six chaire
Karii unibiintml
by
occupicd
most thuroug' y practical, helpful, use- M ill..>> I'umI.h· n(
set of-dining dishes, a silver tea service,
The talent social of the Epworlh by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
ful. enterta· ing, national, illustrated deputies ten year» ago. Mr. Flint has
gla^s set, sel «I silver kuivoh miu hum, League was a most successtw auair.
ill· irtil
111 faniilv weeltlv ill the been sheriff for t lie
past two years,
This will Interest jnotncra.
lamp, table linen, fancy plates, The net profit amounted to nearly $50.
Γ ni τ 4M 1 Sfc.tes.
Semi your D.tme ami j
Wellington Bird of Bryant's Pond has p:irlor
table mate and many otber things too The elected officers are:
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder» for Children,
Xewt<·
The
Elliott
iiliire.su fur free sample cop;
been ri» puty live year», Marris L.
Cure FeveMshness, Bad Stonucb.Summer Rowel
numerous to mention.
President—' harle· E. Brooke.
York Tribune Farmer, 'tribune Build- ! of Kuinford Falls four, Fritz J. Tyler
Trouble*, Teething Disorders, move and regulate
Mr. and Mm. Jewett weré so overl»t Vice-President—Mr·. Carrie Mulrbead.
secure
J.
the tiowelo an'l Destroy Worm·. They never fail.
of
aud
Bethel
You
Jewett
H.
and
in:; Vew-Yurk City.
may
Timothy
2 1 Vice President— Mrs Lillian Fox.
that they could
come with surprise
Over 30,000 testimonial·. At all druggist·, 25c.
it with the Oxford Democrat, both M. Harriett <>f East Stoneliani two years.
Sd Vice President—Mrs. Heribi Stevens.
Allen
William
mailed FBEE. Address Allen 8. OlmMr.
and
Sample
Joslln.
Lizzie
apeak
hardly
4ih Vice-President—Mrs.
has
court
of
Paris
been
Barrows
W.
for
A.
one
$1.75.
sled, l.e Roy, Ν. Y.
year,
papers
a very neat and
in
them
Buewell.
for
Jorle
Secretary—Ma
responded
for about thirty years.
Treasurer—Carl Stone.
I* ii is ί odge, F. ami Λ. M., at its rcgu- messenger
Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease, A Powder
agreeable manner.
οιχβηΜ— Annie Gibson.
It rests the f<*t.
ir meeting last Tuesday evening, was
After the presents had been viewed
To shake Into your shoes.
Fire at South Paris.
M
the
at
officers
Junior
were
The
League
Makes walking easy. Cures Corns, Qunlons, InvUitcd by I). I). G. M., F. R. Dver of
bv those present the company
At
Swollen and Sweating feet.
follows:
as
are
Nails,
growing
church
E.
Tliere wore also visitors
liucktield.
highly entertained with music, piano
all druggist* and shoo stores. 25c. I'on't accept
Pieddent— Marlon Gibson.
Address Allen
fr· m Uufktiekl, Norway, Went Paris anil Hot SB OK tlOSEA BONN Κ Y ON PLEAS- solos by Miss Minnie Harnden; vocal
any substitute. Sample FBEE.
Fox.
1st Vice President—Annie
8. Olmsted. Le Roy, Ν. Y.
selections by Mm. Katie Sanborn; which
ANT 8TKKKT HKSTKOYKD.
other places, ten lodges in all beiug
id Vice-President—Uracc Steven*.
were highly applauded; a quartette, and
31 Vice-President— Keatrlce Steven·.
represented. Tbe third degree was con4th Vice-President—Gladys Frost.
Born.
fined u(>on one candidate, aud after the
a fine poem by Mm. F. C. Jewett. There
The tirst tiro alarm in South Paris
Trea«nrer—Cecil Brown.
close of the lodge a banquet was served
were also letters from absent friends
Brown.
Sicet-iry—Etbel
since Inst March was given about half·
The
th«ir congratulations.
and a social hour was spent.
• n West Paris, Dec. 23, to the wife of W. W.
Superintendent—Mrs. Charles A. Brooke.
| past six Friday morning, for a blaze in sending
son.
remainder of the evening was devoted to
Mrs. Merritt Welch of Sanford vilTted Uurdner, a
The celebration of Christmas at the the house of liosea Bonney on Pleasant
In Nnrwa*. Dec. 22, to the wife of L. M. Longand
a
apples and candy
her mother, Mrs. Η. T. Stuart, last lev, a daughter.
Methodist church was enjoyed by a Street opposite the Norway Pine Grove eating peanuts,
ones
older
the
time in general;
In Norway, Dec. 22, to tho wife of Arthur U.
week. Mrs. Stuart is under the care of
About 4.j Cemetery. The tire broke out in the good
:.ir>»e company on Saturday.
chatting and telling stories; the younger Agnes Tucker, nurse, of Dorchester, Tvler. a daughter.
children had a merry ride in two double roof around the chimney, and when disIn Newrv, Dec. 17. to the wlfo of Walt'r A.
a late hour, then all
until
Mass.
Old aud covered a few pails of water would have playing plays
Foster, a daughter. Mildred Domthea.
teams υιι the Bucktield road.
!
returned to their homes wishing the
In L) nchvlile. Dec., tu tbe wife of Will McMr. and Mrs. S. II. Hayden and Mr.
sat
young were in happy mood as they
put it out. Mr. Bonney got up and happy couple many years of happiness
a daughter.
Manchesterof
Allister,
and Mrs. Frank Knight
at dinner, aud later received gifts from built a tire about an hour before the
and joy.
bv-the-Sea, Mass., visited at Mr*. Clara
the trees. Special thanks are due Mr. discovery of the blaze.
A. Hayden's, Pleasant Street, during the
Married.
A hose house is situated at the fair
Uiram Berry and Mr. A. O. Wheeler ol
Saw Mill Burned.
tli·· Mountain View Farm who furnished grounds, only a short distance from the
past week.
in
town
just
is
cold
a
places
the
Paris
Norway
The saw mill belonging to
! house, but tho lire fighting apparatus
In Augusts. Dec. 20, bv Rev.C. A. Harden,
their teams freely.
θ o'clock Snturday Mr. Edward Ellsworth Witt of Norway and Miss
seemed to be largely useless. The hose Manufacturing Co., on the company's at present. About
I.Hpham of Augusta,
Tbe Christmas season was observed al in that house was tested in the fall, and wood lot in Greenwood, was burned night a blister developed on the boiler Marv Cynthia Doc.
Rev. E. S. Cotton. Mr.
20.
In Norwav,
The cause of the used for the beating plant of C. B. i John F. Sump-on und by
the Universalist church by a supper al
Mies Annie S. Richardson,
I quite a quantity of it being found use- early Saturday im-rning.
the regular hour, at which the chihlrei less, was carried away, leaving only 150 fire is unknown. At half-past one every- Cummings & Sons. As a large number both of NorwnvIn North Auburn. Dec. 4, bv T. A. Bailey,
of the Sunday School and some of th« feet in the house, which was not enough thing was apparently all right, and at of stores and offices in the busiest part
les
fsq., Mr. Frank Ε Lovejoy of Canton and M
oKler ones sat down to the tables. Thii to reach the tire. The hose was first two o'clock the mill was all on fire. The of the town are heated from this boiler, Ina M. Davis of West Mlnot.
sufficient
no
other
was followed later by a
programme ol couple<l to the hydrant a short distance building contained boiler and engine, and most of them bave
No I means of beating, there has been quite a
music and recitations, concluding with east of the tire, but it was found to be board saw and cutting-off saw.
Died.
the sketch. "The Magic Glass," pre frozen. Then it was taken to the lumber of any amount was burned, nor hustle, in the far below zero temperaIt is a very ture, to keep things from freezing. It
sented by the young people, in which !
which
the
(he
fair
were
damaged.
at
camps
grounds
gate,
hydrant
In Psrls, I'ec. 17, Hazel Mav, daughter of
Santa Claus and Mrs. Santa and a Dum- ! is farther from the burning house. This inconvenient time to lose the mill, at is considered fortunate that the trouble
8 months.
A mos I'.uck, aged 3
Christmas treei 1 was also found to be frozen, but was the beginning of the winter's work.
didn't come earlier so as to interfere ; In Niwtonvllle, years,
ber of fairies figured.
Mass., Dec 19, Charles J.
will bo
trade.
J. C. Snow aged 33
Bev.
Ihte
Saturday's
Repairs
tbe
with
son
of
were afterwaids uoloaded.
I «now,
started with a little hot water.
made as quickly as possible, but it is j years.
Hose wagons from the rest of the vilResorts.
Mrs
Canadian
Dec.
In
ii,
Mary, widow of WilSumner,
th<
Booming
week
The Democrat publishes this
expected to be two or three days before liam Β So wall.
lage began to arrive about as soon as
The Grand Trunk Railway System has the boiler will be in use again.
opening chapters of a new serial, "Unde could be expected, but as there is only
In Buckflcld, Dec., Hubbard C. Lowell, aged
the Hose," by Frederick S. Isham. It i:
80 years.
completed arrangements for an extensive
one other hose house within a mile or
In Canton, Dec. 16, Mis* Hannah M. GUces,
a tale of that old time which, viewed b;
exhibit at the Sportsmen's Show, to be HEAD ABOUT TO BURST FROM
it was a long wait before
thereabouts,
aged 8H years.
in Madison Square Garden, New
a look backward through the centuries
held
I hose enough was at hand to reach the
SEVERE BILIOUS ATTACK.
seems
peculiarly fitted for romance : fire, and the house was well ablaze bj York, from February 21st to March 9th,
had a severe bilious attack and felt
UI
1905.
however it might appear if it were possi
that time. Perhaps if those who arrivble to see it directly. This story differ
A most desirable space, covering a like my head was about to burst when I
had gone at it with pails of
first
ed
I shall begin cutting ice for the
hold of a free sample of Chamber·
from many similar ones, inasmuch a
floor area of 500 square feet and a wall
water instead of losing time with th«
I farmers
in the pavilion that will be erecttin's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
the hero is to some extent an ordinar
space
Tuesday morning, Dec. 27.
hose they might have checked it.
human, instead of being one of thoe I The stream when it wm finally put on ed of about 1,500 feet has been secured. took a dose of them after supper and Price for ice loaded on the sled, 14
and
man
and
a
fish
new
like
of
felt
noth
will
oonsist
next
whose
exhibit
the
The
day
person
tiery swashbucklers
or under, 20 cents per
did good work in drowning out th<
ever since," inches thick
ing cao injure, and against whom non tiarnes, and the stable, which was con game and other features of interest to have been feeling happy
forest says Mr. J. W. Smith of Julifi, Texas. ton ; over 14 inches, 30 cents per ton.
of
lovers
and
the
the
of the powers of earth cau prevail. It i
sportsmen
I nected with the house, wu saved, but
C. E. BEWETT,
a story of a great deal of human interest
life, and Canadian haunts for the huntei For biliousness, stomach troubles and
the house was practically deatroyed, and
will be exploited. From the constipation these Tablets have no equal.
and
South Parie.
and well pays for reading.
angler
only portions of the walls are standing great interest that is taken eaoh year it Price 25 cents. For sale by Shurtleff &
was saved.
of
the
furniture
A
9
portion
Ox
a
had
is
The Kebekahs
very enjoyabl
this attractive exposition, it
expected Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
Mr. Bonney had an insurance of |i00( ,
time at their meeting last Friday ever I
that the attendance the ooming seasoi ford;Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
th β in Wheeler's agency, of which 1700 was will reach at least one hundred anc
officers
of
election
After
the
ing.
anc
Stoves, DishFurniture,
Van Buren haa not made much boon
Secret Order of the Golden Goose wa ■ on the house, 9100 on the stable,
fifty thousand people.
of at private
talk, but it has erected 200 new reel es. &c., to be
given which was much appreciated. Th β 9200 on the furniture.
dences within two years.
No. 29 Pleasant Street,
At
officers elected are:
sale.
Memorandun:
The Pope Bicycle Daily
N. G.-Misa Carrie Hall.
Build ins at Kuinford Falls.
South Paris.
Calendar for 1906 contains a memorandun
V. ϋ
Mis» Mau<l 1>»·ιικ1*β*.
BE QUICK.
ι
In
>
who
are
is
estimated
It
MRS. A. M. HAMMOND.
leaf for every day in the year, and 30! I
by parties
Kec Hoc
M I·· Haute Leach.
to know that building oontracti
Cor. 8«c —Mr·. .Sophia Clark.
Not a minute should be lost when ι
savings in favor of good roads
position
original
Dec.
26, 1904.
Treaa.—Mrs HaUie Dun.
amounting to about #200,000 for the sea good health, outdoor exercise, and tha 1 child shows symptoms of croup. Cham
K. 8. S. G —Mr» Hannah Wright.
son of 1906 are already made at Rumfon
mat vehicle of health-giving, the moden 1 berlain's Cough
given aa aooi
L. 8. V Ο —Mrs. Loulae Brl**».
FOR SALE.
K. 8. V. 0.—Florence Ktchanta.
Falls. Foundations for quite a part ο
bicycle, by our most eminent living mei 1 as the child becomes hoarse, or evet
L. 9. V. U.-Emma Haskell.
The
calen
will
are either completed or Ii 1 of marked accomplishment.
work
this
the
after
croupy
cough
appears,
tl
A
ana
pre
Trustees— M r». Anna Farrar, Mr· H a
Co.'· stores oi vent the attack. It never fails, ana h
process of completion.
Wr1«ht. Ml» F'orene < Klch ml», Mr. Α. 1
j dar is free at Pope Mfg.
Wi:l sell at s
ed but little used.
Skunk*. Mr.carl Maaon.
any of our readers can obtain it by send pleasant and safe to take. For sale bj
The officers will be installed Jan. lilt "
The Auburn Board of Trade als< ing five 2 cent stamps to Pope Mfg. Co. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jonea Druf
when refreshments will be served and * wishes to have conditions at Shiloh in Hartford, Conn., or 143 Slgel St., Chi Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Nor
H.N. BOLSTER.
«go, 111.
wiJ.
general good time enjoyed.
τ—tigited by the legislature.
D

Ladies'

THE EDITOR'S WIFE

day of August, last past, be was duly
ad|udged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to Rankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all bis property and rights of property,
and bas fully oorapiloa with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching of the clock In th«s forenoon, and be heard therehis bankruptcy.
on If they see cause.
RECTOR OF ST. LUKE'S.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
all
from
JOSEPH A. ARNOLD, late of Peru, deceased ;
full
hare
a
to
Court
the
discharge
by
debts provable against his estate under said will and |ietltlon for probate thereof presented
ASHIU'RN'IIAM, ONTARIO, TESTIFIES TO Bankruptcy Acte, except such debts as are by Wlllard S. Arnold, the executor therein
named.
law from such discharge.
THE OOOI) QUALITIES OF CHAMBER- excepted by
Dated this 30th day of Nov., A. D. 1904.
NINA H. KNIGHT, late of Paris, deceased;
W.
REMEDY.
BRADFORD
JOHNSTON,
COUGH
LAIN'S
for probate thereof presented
Bankrupt. I will and petition
by Hudson Knight, the oxecutor therein named.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
Akhburnham, Ont., April 18, 1903.
HANNAH M. GLINES, late of Canton, de
—I think it is only right that I should Dihtkict of Maine, as.
c ased; wl 1 and petition for probate thereof
On this 24th day of Doc.. A. D. 1904. on read- presented by Henry E. Coolldge, the executor
tell you what a wonderful effect Chamthe foregoing petition, it Is—
therein named.
berlain's Cough Remedy has produced. lugOrdered
by the Court, That & bearing be had
This sale is for the purpose of closing out these lots
SIDNEY T. BROWN, late of Denmark, deThe day before Eastor I was so distress- upon the same on the 13th day of Jan. A. D.
allowance
Disfor
In
said
by
account
at
Portland,
presented
ceased; flrrt
1
ed with a cold and cough that I did not 1HU5, before said Court
before our annual stocking.
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; ami that no- A ugusta C. Brown, administratrix.
think to bo able to take any duties the tice thereo· be published In the Oxford Demoof
late
Lovell,
H.
WAI.KER,
CHARLES
de-1
next day, as my voice was almost chok- crat, a newspaper printed In said District, ami
accounts presented for
persons In ceased; first and private H.
ed by the cough. The same day I re- that all known creditors, and other and
Walker, admlnls-1
allowance by Augustus
at the said time
pl-ce,
Interest,
may
appear
a
of
ceived an order from you for bottle
and show cause, If any they have, why the trator.
ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,
your Cough Remedy. I at once procur- prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
JOHN D. DKCOSTER, Iste of Buckfleld. de
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That c -ased; final account for allowance and petition
three
about
took
and
ed a sample bottle,
credknown
to
all
shall send by mall
f»r order to distribute balance remaining In his
Telephone 106-3.
To my great the Clerk
doses of the medicine.
itors copies of raid petition and this order, ad- hands
present»! by Virgil P. DeCoster, admin- 1
the cough and cold had complete- dressed to them at their places of residence as Istrator.
ly disappeared and I was able to preach Mated.
RUFUS BRYANT. Iste of Hartford, deceased ; I
Wltdess the Hon. Clakence IIale. Judge
three times on Easter Day. I know of the said Court, and me seal thereof, at Port- final account
presented for allowance by Frank |
that this rapid and effective cure was land, In said District, on the 24th day of Dec, H. Bryant, administrator.
1904.
A.
D.
due to your Cough Remedy. I make
CAROLINE B. WHITEHEAD, late of Paris,
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
this testimonial without solicitation,
deceased ; final account presented for allowance
A truo copy of petltloiLand order thereon.
such
a
found
by Mosei P. Stiles, executor.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
being thankful to have
Codeent remedy. Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM G.ABBOTT, late of Sumner, deceased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
E. A. Lajîqfklpt, Μ. Α.,
Petition for
entate presented by Arablne M. Abbott, widow.
Rector of St. Luke's Church. In the matter of
)
find that you need a new
ALBERT O. JORDAN, want, of Albany; peti- After
In
To Chamberlain Medicine Co.
LOUIS COHEN,
Bankruptcy.
your Christinas shopping is over, you may
[
tion for license to sell and convey real estate
Bankrupt. )
This remedy is for sale by ShurtlefT &
Thomas O. Jordan, guardian.
presented
by
Disthe
of
Hon
Ci.akence
Hale, Judge
Co.. South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Ox- To the
trict Court of the United States for the District |
FRED J. DURGIN, minor child of J. Fred
ford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
of Maine :
Dnrgin ; petition that Hamuel M. Durgln l>e »pCOHEN, of Kumford, <n the County polnted guardian of said minor and that the
We can save you money on them as they are all marked at just ONU
of Oxford, and Slate of Maine, In said custody of said minor l*e given to such guardian,
BILIOUS COLIC PREVENTED.
HALF the original price, which was cheap.
District, respectfully represents that on the 21st presented by Mary A. Hayes.
Take a double dose of Chamberlain's day of November. 1903, be waa duly adjudged
Prices reduced on Furs.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
the Acts of Congress relating to
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhœa Remedy as bankrupt under
Judge of said Court.
Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all
Always glad to show goods. Mail orders receive our prompt and careful
soon as the first indication of the disease his
A
has
true
and
of
fully
copy—Attest
property,and
property
righto
be compiled
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
with all tne requirements of said Acts
attention.
appears and a threatened attack may
warded off. Hundreds of people use the aud of the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
success.
NOTICE.
with
this
perfect
remedy in
way
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
of the last will
.Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug debts provable against his estate under saM been duly appointed executrix
as
are
and
testament of
such
debts
A
exceptbankruptcy cts, except
Store, Norway.
GJDBON FLETCHER, late of Buckfleld,
ed by law from such discharge.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. AU peraons
Dated this 9th day of December, A. D. 1904.
The Oarden of Canada.
LOUIS COHEN,
demands against the estate of said dehaving
ceased are desired to present the same for
Bankruptare
The watera'of St. Catherine's Well
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
Order of Notice Thereon.
to make navment Immediately.
of the mineral saline order and a great
LAUBA E. FLETCHEB.
Dec. 20th, 1804.
specific for rheumatism, gout, neuralgia, Dihtkict ok Maine, ββ. A. D.
on reading
of
24th
affected
On
this
1904,
those
Duc.,
for
day
tonic
a
or
splendid
NOTICE.
Is
it
the foregoing petition,
with nervous prostration. The use of
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be bad
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he 127-129
the waters is accompanied by massage, upon the same on the 13th day of Jan., A. D. has been duly appointed exocutor of the
In said Dis- last will and testament of
at
said
Court
before
Portland,
attendskilled
1905,
electricity, etc., given by
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that noHARRIET W. STARi'IKD, late of Rucklleld,
ants.
Situated on the southern slope of trict,
tice thereof be publlihed in the Oxford Demo- In the County of Oxford. deceased. All perLake Ontario, I he climatic conditions crat, a newspaper printed in said District, and sons having
demands against the estate of said
persons In deceased are desired to present the same for
and environment are excelleut for re- th it all known c-edltors, ami other and
said
time
at
the
piace,
Interest,
may
appear
all Indebted thereto are requestand
seulement,
cuperating. This region is known as and show ciuse, If any they have, why the ed
to make payment Immediately
the Garden of Canada, and a happy pru.erof said petitioner should not be grantei.
HARRY DUDLEY.
Dec. 20th, 1904.
It Is further ordered by the Court, That
hunting ground for health or pleasure theAnd
Clerk shall send by mail to all known credills
of
the
Guard against
seekers.
itors copies of said petition and this order, adPARKER'S
!
modern life by visiting these famous dressed to them at their places of residence as
HAIR BALSAM
found a stated.
will
be
Welland
The
springe.
CIhiim m.J bwitifïe» the htU.
Judge
Hon.
the
clauence
Witness
Hale,
l*ruinu«( a luiumnl growth.
comfortable, homelike, rest cure estab- of the »ald Court, and the seal thereof, at PortNever 7*113 to Bostoro Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
ment, with sun room, library, music land, in said District, on the 24th day of Dec
Cum Kalp diteuci k hair fuliu^.
room, roof promenade, and a corps of A. D. 1901.
AOc, tml |l.u>at PruccitU
Clerk.
E.
HEW
JAMES
EY,
[L. β.J
For further parskilled attendants.
Λ true copy of petlti»- and order thereon
Attest- J MES Ε. flEWEY. Clerk
ticulars*pply to G. T. Bell, G. P. & T.

M. J.

iu

now

think of

Senteuce was

snoouug

flower·,

there.
We do not subscribe to the sentiment
conveyed in the line· quoted, however

j

accidental

"VILLAGE UNDER THE HILL."

joined'them

day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wednesday eJBUng» of each month.
Ο U. /TrS*,—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, ineeta at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 19Θ, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
of
who
Jerry Noonan, aged 35, Boston,
month.
has been employed by the contractors
U. O. G. C.—Norway Coramandery, No. 247,
District at meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
for the Kennebec Water
each month
Waterville, fell a distance of six feet
K. G. Ε .—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryer·
from the porch at the home of Frank son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
to
Yigue on the 17th and died from his May, Uri-t and third Thursday evenings, May
September.
injuries the next day.
The Norway merchants report a most
!
W. F. Bowen, private of marine guard
excellent Christmas trade.
on the prison ship Southery, at the Kit·
j The sleighing is very good in most
tery navy yard, fell from the upper to
of the town although there is not
the lower deck, a distance of 25 feeT, Sun- parts
enow enough for teaming.
day, and was instantly killed. Bowen I Frank £. DeCoater will be the new
He enlisted at Perry,
was 30 years old.
deputy sheriff in the village after Jan.
Maine, three years ago.
of Norway
; 1, '05, and Ralph I. Trask
John Merchant, aged 30, was shot, but ! will become court messenger.
Walter P. Cullinan of Bemis, with C.
not fatally, at Stonington Sunday. It is !
is at home for
said the shooting was done by an Italian B. Cummings & Sons,
Merchant Christmas.
known only as "Jinimie."
Charles Brooks of Norway pleaded
objected to "JimtnieV attentions to
Court Friday to
Mrs. Merchant, and the shooting was guilty in the Municipal
minors to play
the climax to an altercation between the the offense of allowing
pool at his rooms on ueering street.
men.
Λη

GONE TC

the way of all the living. He died at
the good old age of eighty years—years
well spent. Three times has the family
been bereaved in less than 'one short
year. First a little grandson, then his
well-loved companion, and now he has

STATBD MEETINGS.

the youngest
claims
of a grange in Charles M. White,
who has just passed his 20th birthday,
tie is also the overseer of the count;
grange.

land administration.
W. II. Kilgore, North Waterford, age
45, dealer in horses, carriages and lumber.
Frank E. DeCoeter, Norway, age 28,
shoemaker.
Gardner II. Cobb,
Rumford
Falls,
age 49, dealer in meats and provisions.
John J. Bell, Rumford Fall*, age 28,
grocery man aud provision dealer.
Frank A. Perkins, Mexico, 47 rears of
age. carriage and ornamental painter.
Mr. Perk ids has been deputy sheriff for
the past two years.
W. W. Blanchard, Canton, age 34,
grain dealer.
S. C. Withington, Bucktield, age 26,
dealer in meats and provisions.
II. I). Hastings, Bethel, age 32 years,
blacksmith.
W. C. Bassett, Lovell, jeweler and
keeper of store. Mr. Bassett has been
deputy sheriff for the past fourteen
years.
John F. Philips, Fryeburg, age 62, and
a farmer.
Frank C. Palmer, Porter, contractor
and builder.
Ralph I. Trask, Norway, court messenger. age ;>3, shoemaker and taxidermist.
II. E. Hammond, Paris, court crier.
Mr. Hammond is well known in Oxford
County, and, with the exception of a
short break of a term or two at one time,
has been crier for forty-one years.
Mr. Mclntire and his deputies had a
meeting at Beal's Hotel, Norway, last
Tuesday, to get acquainted and to eonsuit regarding their duties and plan of
work.

STATKD MKKTINUe.
,t \
<·. i'

Epwoith League, Sunday

F A A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Maaonlc Hall, Friday Evening on oi
before full iroon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 90, assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. « 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Marinera, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' naif, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of cach month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. E., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meets third Frldav of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of Π.—Sorway Grange meets second and
founh Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
U. A. R.—Harry Uust Post, No. M, meets In
New O. A. R. 'fall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Mon·

master

HAS

another of the old neighbors
has passed down the long green lane to
that village under the hill. After a brief
illness Hubbard Chandler Lowell went
And

Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor
Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabb th School
12 AO M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7 P.
M.. Wednesday evening, 7 JO.

urday evening was an exceedingly pretty signed.
and appropriate to the season.
Bowdoinham

I

»

ρ

prayer
Friday evening.

evening, β Λ > P. M.

OLD NEIGHBOR

"In that village under the hill,
Never l« found of emlthy or mill;
The house· are (hatched with graaa and
Never a clock 10 tell the hour·.
The marble door· are a'way» ehut,
Y«u may not enter by hall or hut.
All the vlilag» Ile aaleep.
Never «gain
MW or reap,
Never In dream· to moan or ilsh—
8II1 nt an ι Idle and low thiy lie."

P. M.
Methodist Church, Rer- C- A. Brook», Pastor
Preach'ng service, 10 JO A. M.; Sabbath School
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.
meeting, Tuesday evening; daas meeting

Charles Page, a Dexter blacksmith,
committed suicide by hanging Fridaj
evening. No cause for the act is as-

Two Christmas trees were unloaded as
the final act of the evening's programme.

THE

Ing, 7Λ0

George D. Loring, a well-known Port
land job printer and binder, announcei
himself as a candidate for State Binder

thing,

■

I

Masonic temple at Skowbegan wil
be one of the results of tlu
recent fire in that village.
A

probably

The cantata, "The Charmed Garden,'
was given at the Christmas festi
val in the Congregational
vestry Sat-

_

V.

CHUBOHM.

Second Congregational Church, Rer. Β 8
Rbteout, Ρ a* to-. Preaching service Sunday
10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 19KM M ; V. P. 8
C. K., Sunday Evening, βάΟ P. M.; Social M©ft
log, 7-00 P. If ; regular weekly Ρ raj er Meeting
Tuesday evening.
Davis
Universalis! Church, Her. S. O.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Ά
A. M. Sabbath School, MM); Y. P.C!. U. meet

performance.

j which

sti huich. Kev H. ^.Cltflbrrt, Pa»toi
»30 λ
morning prayer
tn.servlc· 10 45 a.*.:Sabbath Schoe
m
6:15
t. M.
Κ worth League Meeting,
orayor meetln,
meetlu- 7 p.
IV.
las*
Friday
evening
;
meeting.
'n«t
>ii Sunday, preaching servici
;Mi' ur. h
\ * sabbath School IS 4.; praer meet
ν
|.-aver iree«ln« Tuee<lay evening
'-It ) urch, Rev J. H. I.ltt'e, Pastor
IW| Sunday at 2:30 r. ■ ;
Evening service,
at I Jt' P. *.

w

18 natives of Maine in tb<
of Massachu

newly elected legislature

A complote family party assembled a
A. E. SiiurtlelFs for Christmas dinnei
on Sunday,
comprising Mr. and Mrs
Shurtleff, their two daughters, Missei
Emma and Ida Shurtleff, and their sons
Frank A. Shurtleff, with wife and son
and Arthur K. Shurtleff.

»

,,ihe« ll.»u'-<

are

ANOTHER

Miss Jennie M. Brown of West Parii 1
Other cities have fires occasionally
is the guest of M re.
George D. Robert but in Oardiner it is almost a continuoui
son for the Christmas season.

PAUI

SOUTH

LKAVK

TKAlSS
,,

railway.

nmenclng December 4, 19U4,

(

There

Job·'· Letter.

NOBWAY.

Mala· New» Not·*.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

krelief

■

j

■·

COAT, SUIT OR CAPE.

_

LOUIS

ICE FOR FARMERS.

Sot

Household Qoods for Sale.
Bedding,
disposed

—

—

I

Remedy

I

1

:j

Holiday Hints!
N. Dayton Bolster & Co.
Gifts

Shoati for Male.
A number of good shoate for sale.
B. F. CUMMINGS,

WE nerd a reliable man (or woman) to sell our I
fntnlly remedies direct to the homes of South
Paris. St ady work ami good pay to tho right
peson. Address, "D," Dcmocrnt Office

500 Farms Sold

in two years in the iiono-t I
evidence wo oiler yon that our
methods ore right. We require
no payment In advance. We use our own
money to advertise your property. We need
more farms to complete the assortment for !
our new catalogue, a copy of which will go to
more than ao.ooo farm buyera everywhere.
We sell stores, mills, shops and hotels too.
Write today for our FREE farm description

by

blanks.

us

Address,

South Paris.

Dec, 5, 1904

A W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

I. A. 8TROUT FARM ΑΟΚΝΟΥ,
Tremoat Temple,
ISO Xssmu Ntreet,
Bostoa.

■ew York City.

W. O.

Λ conta.
ΠΙΟΤΗΐΛίΗΑΜ, South Paris,

D.

FKENC1I, Norway.

Cement sidewalks made in 18 nd
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
Cement steps n'ade to order.
yard.
M. |
South Paris, Maine.

Have useful Holiday
in all Departments.

Handkerchiefs, Napkins, Towels,
Blankets, Gloves, Hose, Etc.
China Tea Sets, Dinner Sets,
Fruit Dishes,

lor

Lamps

Mugs,

SOUTH:

Mark.et

opportunity

cure a

to

n

Subject !

We want to say

a

word about

Herald Oak Stoves,

se-

Herald

bargain.

Cooking Ranges,

Cole's Heaters.

They
are

MAINE.

...

ΜΔΙΧΒ.

A Hot

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS,

Squaryo,

PARIS,

WE HAVE A FEW MORE TO SELL.

an

and Par-

in Nickel and Old Brass.

Hats At Cost.
It is

Lamps

Hall

Pitchers,

Rues, Mats and Carpet Sweepers.
OS

full

what you are
money's worth.
're

looking for.

cost from

mere

comfort for the money than

$1.25

to

They

COLE'S HEAT$10, and contain

ERS
in

sight.

anything

J. P. Richardson,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Cold Weather Coats

HOLIDAY GIFTS
Gold Watches and Ohains,

Heavy reefers with wide
ulfcter collars, $3 50 to $6. Canvas coats with
lambskin lining, wide corduroy collars, $3 and $4.
Canvas coats with lamb lining and wide fur collar,
$5. Corduroy coats, lamb lined, wide fur collar,

for out door work.

$6 and $6.50.

Leather and

Solid Silver and Plated Ware,
Gharms

ible, $5 and $6.
in the shirt
coats, $3.50. Red and gray pontiacs
and frock styles. Russian vests will keep the cold
out.

We have

a new

$1.50, $2 and $2.50.

H.

lot just in.

B.

Three

Spectacles

qualities,

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

and

MAINE

and Eye Glasses in
All Grades,

Jeweler and Graduate
eoutb. Paris,

CASTORIA mM·*
Tha Had Yott HM· Allais Bought

*

Lockets,

Plain and Stone Rings.

corduroy coats, reverscorduroy reversible

Canvas and

good style sleigh. Newly paint·

good bargain.

■

NORWAY, MAINE.

ΠΑΙΝ STREET,

j

!

DOWN.

MARKED

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

&

CASTORIA For Infants and Xihiidren.
Un Uni Υβα Hin Afwajs Bought
Κhijkf Β

Λ

Optician,

Maine,

Bears the

T"

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd

Dona's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Making Him Feel Twenty-Five
Years Younger.
Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame, or
aching back, and a weak back makes

Can't be well and strong
a weak man.
until the kidneys are cuqed. Treat them
Here's the
with Doan's Kidney Pills.

testimony of

one man

cured.
J. B.

farmer and lumberman, of
Deppe, N. O.,
says "I sufferfor years
ed
with my back.
It was so bad

up Mock-

Chas. F.
Sts.,

Comer Main and Danforth

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Anyone «ending
quickly ««certain

OcsiaN·
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and d**CIiPt,on m·'

a
oar

oplnk>o free whether
P*t

XL·

invent l< η ■· probably
Patenta
tkon* «t riot I y confident laL»UN0B0Q* ou
•wit Tree. Oldeel agency
Patent* taken tDruuih Μμηη I to. receive

notice, without cbanrt, U> the

tptcial

I could
that
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.
do not believe

\

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Scientific Jlmericdii.

cirλ handeomely Uhwtrated weekly. Kareeet
a
culation of any nclentiac 1<>arnaL Term·. $3
newtdealera.
all
Bow
by
$1·
month·,
fi>or
year :

inSKVitAi?11

Corton,

J. B. corton.

I could have raised ten psunds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me and now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can
walk or ride a long distance and feel just
as strong as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of uiy neighbors and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
will be of any service to you, or to any
one suffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
Λ FREE TKIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milburn
United States.
Co.. Huiïalo, Ν. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, fifty cents per box.

M

HEADQUARTERS

De WW Is th« name to k«k for «hen
you (O to bur Witch Hazel Salve.
DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve Is the
original and only (ermine. In fact
DeWitt'a la the only Witch Hazel Salve
that la mad· from the unadulterated

FOR

All others are counterfeit»—baae Imieven
tations. cheap and worthless
dancereus DeWltt's Witch Hazel Sahr·
1s a specific for Pi lea; Blind. Bleeding,
Itching and Protruding PI lea. AlaoCuta,
Borna. Bruises. Sprains. Lacerations,
Ecaema,
Çoctuafcma. Bolls. Carbuncle».
Tatter. Salt Rheum, and all other Skia
Diiaaiai.
—

■

■

·

·

>

SALVE
ruPikiD

Uorroepondenoe on topic· of Interest to the ι*Ίΐ
UaoBeltert. A<l<lnM: Editor Ho*«*ak*B'
Coi.uvn, Oxford DomocnU. Parla. Mvln»

sauce.

Chauge to strike
Change dispatched

to

388.—Syncopation·.
Syncopate to free from dirt and have
a tribe or collection of families.
Syncopate low. wet ground and have
No.

u soft mass.
slender thread or threadlike substance and have a tlaiue.

bruise into

to

Syncopate

a

No. 381».—Beheadftd Rhyme·.
the cottage just across the_
You
It stands alone upon the little
There lives a bride who Is well

hated, and It made her

380.—Doable Diagonal.

No.

1·

Sold

Supplies.

.4.

·

*····#·
·····♦··
···#«···
·.···♦···

·**·*·

8·

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

·

man

serving

No.

on

I

May

NORWAY.

Find the name of a town in several
of the United States and the name of
a town In England.
3112.—Word Ifurt.
1. A dance. 2. A constellation. 8. A
measure of capacity In the metric system. 4. The scriptures of the MohamNo.

meiians.

Pond.

3. Concerning.

No. 883.—Abbreviation·.
Fill blanks with twelve abbreviations which belong in order:

Optician.

Before You Purchase Any Other Write

THE MEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

ORANGE, MASS.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard"
is made
less oi quality, but the " Sew liuuie
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sewmg Machines to su t all condition»
'·
s»ndsattht
of the trade. The " Xew Home
head of all Illtch-irrad* family sewing machine·
Mold by authorised dealer· ouljr.

MAINE.

A ***ltor In α Rrocory store.
Whom ·*·γ11θ symptoms overbore.
Ate "«malade In pots by stealth.
And **·Κ·υΙ jam so bad for health;
Also wonnal»e on biscuits dry,
Which ***o«8que ladles came to buy.
When ***lenne soup began to go.
Which •••mented the fever so.
Not *··ΙΙΰΜβ nor quinine pill
The ·**0Γ00η kept from getting 111.
The *·*ι·1 state he found so queer
He ***lded ta leave at the end of the year.
No. 3D1.—Word Hast.

Find kindred in a fragrant substance.
Find close in amicable.

ANNUAL ΠΕΕΤΙΝΟ.

Wanted.
We will pay cash for Hemlock
Bark delivered at any R. R. station
within a radius of ico miles of oui

Communciate
Canton.
with L. W. Smith Co., Canton, Me.

factory

at

Easy and Quick!

Soap-Making
with

to

Full Direct>00·

oa

Every Package

The

pulverized.

can

closed at will, per·
at a
mining the use of a small quantity
It is just tie article needed in
time.
It will clean pain?,
every hou^hold.
floors, marl ic and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe»
Write for booklet "i'ses 0/ Bannc
may be

limited amount of 54 inch Pine
Bolts.
Also four foot White Birch

a

and hard wood bolts.

Same

set

Banner Lyt is

opened and

Lye"—free.

The Peso Chemical Works,

Charte· ltk.h*rdïoa Λ Γ ο.,

—New York

Ali kinds of soft wood lumber and

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner lye in cold
the
water, melt 5>i lbs. of grease, pour
Lye water in the grease. Stir and pat

aside

Secy.

WANTED !

BANNER LYE

Philadelphie
Dmtuo. Matà

to

be delivered

at

J.

For Sale.

Two nicely marked, large, healthy
Scotch Collie pups.
Eligible. At
Write
low price.
Μ Ε BENNETT,
Buckfield, Me.

Dear Doctor: The records of
our institution showing the clinical treatment (or worms and
diseases of a kindred character
fullj demonstrate the remedial
value of Dr. True's Elixir, for
the results are so marked as to
leave no doubt that it should be
in use in every kindred hospital
in the country.
(Signed) Albkbt C. Smith,
President.

Endorsed

by a Famous
Institution.

A SAFE

REHEDY

FOR
OLD AND YOUNQ.
Booklet free.

DR. J. P. TRI E Λ CO., Auburn, lie.

WOOD ASHE5 FOR SALE
quantity desired.
LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO. DEALER

371).

—

Disguised Celebrities:
2. Ark wrlght.

1.

3. Shake-

Noon. 5. Kind. G. Self. 7. Gala. 8.
Inert. Θ. Vanish. 10. Indue. 11. Near.
12. (lets.
No. 382.—Dinner Puzzle: 1. Turkey.
2. Rolls. 8. Butter. 4. Cellar-e (celery).
8.
7. Gems.
0. Cheese.
3. Tongue.
Croquettes. 9. Sauce. 10. Jam. 11.
FrulL 12. Tea. 13. Milk. 14. Coffee.
No. 383.—Missing Rhymes: Bread,
thread, dead, read, shed, spread. Xed

fled, lead, bed. red. wed.
No. 384.—Diamond: 1. T. 2. Wet. 3.
Silly. 4. Shields. 5. Telescope. G. Precede. 7. Storm. 8. Ape. 0. E.
No.385.—Subtractions: Itu-i-n. V-ouoh

MOTIIERS BE CAREFUL

of the health of your children. Look
out for Coughs, Colds, Croup aud Whooping Cough. Stop them in time—One
Minute Cough Cure is the best remedy.
Harmless and pleasant. Sold by F. À.
Shurtleff A Co.
"What broke up the ladies1

society?"
"The leading

IN COAL AND WOOD.

debating

member was told to pre-

pare an essay on the yellow peril. She
so and the opening sentence read:
'Yellow apparel is very trying to most

did

complexions.'

Met·., McU. mad fl.OO.

CAR LOAD

book.
No.

—

Dr. J. F. TRUE.

In any

—

mill.
epeare.
No. 380.—Charade: Pieee-meal.
The Mason Manufacturing Co.,
No. 381.—Double Acrostic: Primais
South Paris, Maine.
finals
and
Thanksgiving, grandfather's. 1. Tang. 2. Hour. 3. Area. 4.

ney's

The Suffolk Hospital and Dispensary, 4 Charter St., Boston.

kf all

Herald.

K«7 to the Pusler.
No. 377.—Metagram : Save, lave, rave,
wave, have, cave, gave, nave. pave.
Illustrated Proverbs: 1.
No. 378.
Dark Is the night when dawn is nigh.
2. A small band often fills tbe pocket-

A Ker> Livingstone.

DR. TRUE'S
ELIXIR

•old

Octtia· Ob.

"How's you gettin' on wld youah
The annual meeting of the Oxford
Lou?"
Count ν P. of H. Mutual E'ire Insur- 'rlthmetic,
"I done learned to add up de oughts,
ance Co. will be held at South Paris
but de Aggers bodder me."—Colliei*s.
on
Saturday, Dec. 31, 19^4, at 10
o'clock, A. M., in Paris Grange
Cnunc For Woe.
Hall, for the election of officers and "Why do you weep?" Ihe alligator asked.
other business that may come before And the baby seal, thus duly tasked.
Heplled unto the alligator:
said meeting.
"The reason why such sorrow I am In
H. D. HAMMOND, Pres. Is simple—I observe my mother's skin
Enveloping a fair spectator."
CHAS.

EDWARDS,

the skin thoroughly with a soft complexion brush, always using this in an upward direction. Rinse off the soap thoroughly and then fill the bowl with very
cold water. Dash this over the face with
the hands to promote the circulation
and dry thoroughly with a soft towel.
But water and soap alone no matter
how often it is employed will neither
prevent nor heal blemiraes of the skin
or remove the waste matter in the pores.
So once a week try the following method
whioh je followed by ODe of the most
famous specialists in the treatment of
the skin.
In the first place provide yourself with
one very soft towel and two ordinary
ones, a basin full of water nearly boiling
hot, another supply of water nearly ice
cold, and a good cold cream. It makes
little differeuce what kind of cream you
use, if you know it is good for your skin,
and has not animal fat or vaseline for its
base.
Doubling one of the harder towels
several timce, so that it will bold the
heat, dip it into the hot water, and cover
the face with it. Repeat until the face
feels almost as if It were parboiled, and
then sop off the water, but do not wipe
the face dry. Now take a little of the
cold cream on the tips of the fingers,
and work it over and into every bit of
the face, close to the ears where the lines
come, up and around the eyes, aud between the brows. I ο doing this, use
tips of fingers and occasionally the
fleshy part at the base of hand.
Work lightly but firmly, and always
toward the top, for rubbing the face
downwards accentuates the tendency to
sagging which begins when one is thirty.

HIDE HI » NEW UN

An Animal Story Per
Little PoiKe

The

Inquisitive Mouse

Not very loug ago two little mice
lived behind a plastered walljn a great
house. They were very happy, for

then· were no eats or traps of any
kind about, and they knew Just when
to come out at night and where to find
all the good things In the cupboard.
They lived this life for η very long
«ο

after awhile they

were

"

Remove the microbes which impoverish the blood and circulation.
Stops all
trouble that interferes with nutrition.
That's what Hollieter's Rocky Mountain
Tea will do. 33 cents. Tea or tablet
form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

Mr. G.een—That youog Snodgrass
like one of the family.
His only daughter—How so, papa?
Mr. Green—Why, he looks soared
when your mother's anywhere near.

seems

If you haven't time to prepare Hollieter's Rocky Mountain Tea, it is now
made in tablet form also. Get a package
all ready to use. Makes you well; keeps
well; 35 cents. Orin Stevens;
'. A. Shurtleff A Co.

{ou

0

I

lula-

Ht: could not get away.

Freight

alwajs

rates

other line*.

J.

F. LI3C0MB,

^KSmkJklt*

as

u

j

and tail got so stuck up with it that
could not get away, and there he had
to stay until next morning, when the
pen, and yet he hangs on, while I notice servant girl found him.
that his clothes are becoming shabby and ι And what do you think she did? Well,
minutes. As much cream must be his face
pallid."
she borrowed the cat that belonged to
worked into the skin an it will absorb.
A week later Henry encountered the
the family next door, and puss ate him
Mow take the soft towel, and wipe the same
young man in the same magazine
face with this, using no water at all. office. The
up for his breakfast.
worried
editor, apparently
You will be astonished at the amount of over the outlook for the
And the poor little mouse that was
aspirant to
her mind that
dirt which appears on the towel, and
literary fame and profit, was talking in left all alone made up
which lias really come from the pores a
what hapiuu
duuuiu
gu eiie would take warning by
ia^ieny uinuiicr.
of your skin. The explanation is easy. back to New Orleans," he suggested.
to lier brother and \vould never
pened
the
all
water
softened
The hot
grime
•'But, why?" asked the young man. be Inquisitive.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
that lay in the tiny pores, and it opened "I want to write stories, and some day I
these so that the rubbing brought all shall write one that
you will want.'the waste matter out. Only with oil or
"But you can write them just as well
St. Peterabare Dnkrri.
cold cream can this be washed away. at home and submit them by mail. By
In St. Petersburg nearly everybody
Again dip the folded towel in the hot living at home it will cost you less to
lives lu α liât, and in the basements of
water, and use it once or twice until the live."
Hat buildings are shops, if you
face feels warm and glows; then as
"Thunder!" exclaimed the young man. these
quickly as possible apply a towel which "What do I care what it ooets me to live? live at the top of a Hat building you
stone staircasehas been dipped in the cold water. It I bave an income of 910,000 a
year from go dowu an endless
must be so cold that the shock closes
grandfather's estate."—Chicago elevators are as yet almost unknownmy
skin
this
until
the
the pores.
Repeat
Record-Herald.
out of the double doors into the street,
tingles, for without the cold, the hot
and at your feet in the basement bewater is deadening to the skin.
Man.
Every
Another
Him
Thought
hold u shop. Say you enter it, in nine
from
taken
can
be
of
particle elasticity
"You've no idea how a little neglect cases out of ten you will fliul yourself
the muscles of the skin by the constant
j
will change a man's personal appearance
In a provision shop, probably a baker's
use of rather warm water, but changing
till you've tried it in a mining camp for
a German baker's.^ But, although
to cold makes the iiesh firm and keeps
I
a time," remarked a returned Klondiker.
wrinkles away.
German bakers' shops,
"I went to the Klondike when the there are many
with
the
When a girl has finished
Rusfever first struck the country and staid there are also dozens of itinerant
is
face
water her
washed, strictly speak- there for two
about ou
years. In that time I had sian bread sellers, who carry
to
take.
other
has
two
she
but
steps
ing,
no attention to dress beyond having their heads In baskets and trays their
As the skin is very tender now, she must paid
enough on to keep warm. My hair and wares—large flat cakes, the size of a
from
and
or
hot
cold
it
from
air,
protect
beard were innocent of trimming in all
pudding plate, that often form a day's
the wind. This can be done by rubbing
that timo. When I reachod Skagway on
sustenance for the moujik, costing 10
the face lightly over with a little cold
I
ray return home I was a sight.
(al>out β cents) and requiring
cream, and then wipe off all that will
"I registered at the principal hotel, a kopecks
There will remain enough to
teeth to get through them.
come.
in '5th av,' and then went out ten sets of
little
place
Theu dust the face
Before
serve the purpose.
a brisk trade.
to see if 1 could improve my personal These men do
with a fine powder, which will both keep
before dinnertime. I got a the pensant makes his dinner oif the
appearance
it from shining and from ill atmospheric
haircut and a bath to begin with. frozen cuke you may see him stowing
j
I shave,
effects.
Then I bought a suit of clothes and com· It away in the breast of his kaftan,
The result of all this washing operaoutfit.
civilized
I
I
where It undergoes the process of a^
plete
tion will be a delightful surprise. The
"When I went in to dinner, the landι gentle thaw.
eyes will be brighter, and shine as if
with
susat
me
looked
Mrs.
Burke,
lady,
they had been treated with belladonna. j
and asked me if I had registered,
The white of the face will be clean, and picion,
Ml·· Milliner'· Twin·.
1 was surprised.
j
the blood will come into the cheeks red"
Sometimes, but not often, the "ex'Certain,' I said. 'We were talking
manner.
in
a
most
them
charming
dening
together about the Klondike for some ! elusive" New York milliner is caught
"Beauty is the gift of the gods,1' but time.
You haven't forgotten that, have napping. One of the smartest of these
there is at least a good deal of consola; on Fifth avenue not long ago sold α
tion to be obtained by the plain woman, you?'
"It was not until I had reproduced our hnt to one of her customers who lived
or the woman who has only a modicum
conversation, shown the key to my room
in the western part of New York. The
of good looks, in the knowledge that the
and identified my baggage that she was
an of attractiveuess may be possessed
milliner declared the hat could not be
8211 is tied,
she
by all who take the trouble to acquire it. I
Are you that old Santa Claus duplicated in this country; that
'Weil!
1
attention
The dainty woman pays special
that camo here this afternoon^ nhe said. had brought it over from Paris and
"
to small matters which make for sweetwould not make another like it for any
'You'd better register over again.'
It is no
ness and cleanliness of person.
price.
vain
to
considered
egregiously
longer
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
The woman bought the hat on those
make one's self as beautiful as possible,
Witch
is
the
"DeWitt's
conditions, for ehe had α weakness for
only genuine
always supposing that object does not
become the first and only one in life. Hazel Salve" writee J. L. Tucker of Cen- Individual things. She lias a sister who
To be spotlessly clean and dainty goes a tre, Ala. "I have used it in my family lives in Boston and who also patronizes
long way towards making over real for Tiles, Cuts and Burns for years and the same shop, though the relationship
Salve
ugliness, and the term well-groomed ex- can recommend it to be the bestshould
is not known to the milliner. The othmarket.
Every family
presses just whatthie care of the body on the
er day the two women met In this city,
does for it. It is strange that so many keep it, as it ie an invaluable household
to
be kept on and the tlrst thing they did was
neglect their personal appearance.—Mc- remedy, and should alwaysMrs.
Samuel stare at each other's hat.
hand for immediate use."
Call's Magazine.
The shopkeeper had duplicated the
Gage, of North Bush, Ν. Y., says: "I
«
had a fever sore on my ankle for twelve "exclusive" model for the Boston woFor Baby's Bath.
that the doctors could not cure, man.—New York Press.
Buy just an ordinary pine kitchen ! years
All salves and blood remedies proved
table fitted with substantial legs and a i
worthless. I could not walk for over
spacious drawer. The second size
The One Thing Lacking.
I was persuaded to
should be chosen for our purpose. A :; two years. Finally
William II. wrote a poem
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, which
Emperor
try
to
saw
off
the
will
legs
readily
carpenter
It is a once which he submitted to a great litme.
for the table has completely cured
a height of twelve inches,
DeWitt's Witch
wonderful relief."
erary man who (lined at the castle for
is to serve as a platform to elevate the
Hazel Salve cures without leaving a that
bathtub, when placed upon its top, to
purpose particularly. The critic
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
scar.
read It and found his dual duties In
just an easy, comfortable height for the
mother, when seated in a chair, to manconflict. He had to advise an amateur
He—You
you like a manly man.
ipulate the baby without stooping, lift- What is yoursay
idea of a manly man?
poet with an exceptional power for reaetrain.
or
ing
She—Well, for instance, one who senting a hostile comment. lie yielded
In the drawer should be a center place
doesn't stay and stay and stay just be- only a very little to the exigencies of
for washrage, while the side spaces may ,
I cause he knows the girl isn't strong the situation. "This verse, your majbe subdivided into several compartments.
to throw him out.
These may contain powder-boxes and I enough
esty." he began, "seems to require alteration in certain respects." The aubags and any other thing in baby's
NO MORE SUFFERING.
toilet. These spaces provided, and the
thor took the manuscript and conned
are troubled witb indigestion
If
you
table cut down to the proper height, the
then his brow cleared.
a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure ft thoughtfully;
get
whole ia in readiDe.se to receive the emsee bow quickly it will cure you. "Why," he cried, as oue seeing a sudand
of
ordibellishment of pa«nt. A coat
! Geo. A. Thomson, of Spencer, la., says: den light, "I have actually not signed
nary white paint should be applied first, "Have bad
Dyspepsia for twenty years. the poem! Give me a pen!" And the
followed with one of enamel. This last
Kodol
case was almost hopeless.
only fault he saw In the work was
will bear many washings off and much My
Dyspepsia Cure was recommended aod I forthwith remedied.
wear without showing defacement.
used a few bottles of it and it is the only
White porcelain rollers may be easily
has relieved me. Would not
Diplomatic Corp· Coatnmea.
adjusted beneath the four legs, and the 'thingthat
Have doctored witb
be without it.
little platform is complete for service.
An Interesting fact not generally
and also at Chicago, and
local
physicians
The bathtub placed upon its top will
known in regard to the diplomatic
even went to Norway with hopes of getleave a space of eight inches or more all
some relief, but Kodol Dyspepsia corps is that a member of that august
ting
set
around, whereou may be
soap dish,
Cure is the only remedy that bas done body cannot, under the penalty of ofpowder box, and all the needful, close at me any goffd, and I heartily recommend ficial reprimand and danger of recall,
iman
of
item
immense
which
is
hand,
it Every person suffering with Indiges- api>ear at a fancy ball In the national
portance to mother or nurse, for the ex- tion or
Dyepepsia should use it." Sold costume. This fact was developed one
bath
is
a
that
know
baby's
perienced
by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
evening when η large fancy ball was
process of emergencies.—Ex.
on
"How Mr. Gazzletool's expression has given at one of the private houses
How to Clean Black Silk.
the same evening of a presidential rehardened!"
Black silk that needs cleaning may be
"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne. "He ception to the diplomatic corps. Those
refreshed by >ponging it with ox gall used to have a mobile countenance. Now of the diplomats who attended the
and boiling water. Rub well on both it is an automobile countenance."
ball later in the evening were obliged
sides of the silk until it looks brighter;
to first change the court costumes worn
HAVE
TRIED.
WHO
THOSE
then squeeze it out well, and repeat the TRUST
at the White House. Inquiry on the
and
The
of
FqiMezing.
I suffered from catarrh of the worst
sponging
prucess
the
silk must then be thoroughly rinsed in kind and never hoped for cure, but Ely's part of curious friends developed
fresh cold water, changing the water Cream Balm seems to do even that.— reason just stated.
three or four times. If possible, dry Oscar Ostrom, 45
Warren
Avenue,
A Kettle of Flah,
your silk in the open air, which is better Chicago, 111.
for it than if it hangs in a heated
The phrase "a kettle of fish," meanI suffered from catarrh; it got so bad
Before it is quite dry, I could not work; I used Ely's Cream ing an awkward entanglement, most
temperature.
briug it indoors and pin it out on a table, Balm and am entirely well.—A. C. probably has no connection with our
which will preserve the shape of the Clarke, 841 Shawmnt Avenue, Boston.
word kettle, a vessel in which water
silk. If you think necessary, dip the
The Balm does not irritate or cause Is boiled.
U has been with much reaand
rub
it
on
the
sponge in glue-water
sneezing. Sold by druggists at &Θ cents son derived from the word "kiddle,"
to
silk
of
side
the
previous hang- or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
wrong
French "quldel," a stake fence set In
ing it out to dry. Use the same mixture Street, New York.
a stream for catching fish.
Inspector
that I have already advised—that is ox
Walpole reminds us that this kldellus
gall and boiling water—for cleaning
Important to Mother·.
faded black lace, and rinse it afterwards
net, or kiddle, was mentioned In Magin fresh water. Then take a small piece Knrnhw carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
na Charta and in other early statute·.
and
m
a
re
safe
for
on
Infants
sad
of glue, pour boiling water
remedy
children, —London Standard.
it, and
pass the lace 'through. Clap it with sad Me that It
it
to
Cold
and
out
dry.
pin
your hands,
The J or of Life.
tea is also an excellent restorative for
The tme joy of life is the being used
black lace. Always shake any lace or Signature of
for a purpose recognized by yourself
silk that you intend to wash free of dust la CSS For Over 80 Tears.
os a mighty one, the being thoroughly
beforehand, and be careful to pick out
TIm Kind Tea Have Always Bocjbt.
worn out before you are thrown on the
the edges of the lace as you prepare it
for drying.
scrap heap, the being a force of nature
The Boy's Way. Senior Partner.— Instead of a feverish, selfish little clod
Slightly underdone meat is more di- Didn't you hear that new office boy call of alimente and grievances, complaingestible than that which is over-cooked. you "Jonos" this morning?
the world will not devote ItBeef and mutton, as a general rule,
Junior Partner—Tee, out he's only ing that
Bernard
should be underdone; bnt pork, veal, been here a week. Give him time; be self to making yon happy.
and ham ought always to be well done. won't begin to call me "Bill" until next Shaw.
They are not only disagreeable, but an· week.
CoaldeneM.
wholesome, if not thoroughly cooked.

&

FOR

I

I -ÎI.7S.

Ely's Cream Balm

cluanjcs.eoothcsand heals

the diseased membrane.
It cares catarrh and drh es
«nay a cold in the beud

quickly.

Cream Balm Is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over ihe membrane and is absorbed. Belief is immediate aziu α cure iollows. It «· not drying—does
not produce sûeezlng. Large Size, SO cefits at Drugor by moil ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

gl/M
ELY BltOTlIEKS, M Warren Street, New York.

Wide=Awake
Farmer

Farmer

who is interested in the news of

CHANDLER,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
iixc or Style at reasonable price».

subscribe for a

Good Local
to

If In want of any kind of Finish for ln»Me or
Pine I.urn
outside work, send In your orders
'Η!Γ and Shingles uu hand Cheap for Cash.

and Job Work.

keep

him in touch with the

doings of his neighbors, and all

items of interest to himself and

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every
will

Floor Koanls for sale.

( Iiwnu tt,
M-'re

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

Weekly Newspaper

Also Window & Door Frames.

»ι·ΠιΠΡΙ

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

Paris and Oxford County should

Builders' Finish !

<vp»t

Ntw TOM ClTT.

-

FOR ONE YEAR

In all its stages there
shouli be cleanliness.

household.

methods

and

improvement*

which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, ami with
special matter for every member of his family.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
all

will post you every week on
of
important agricultural topics

the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

person sending us the
money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farm-

Any

j

I h ive a large htock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

er

One Year For $1.75.

hand instruments.

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 71 octavo, almost new,

fortlSS.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for •300, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9250, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY
THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.
#

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
address below The Oxford
you will please send to the
Farmer for One Year:
Tribune
New-York
and
Democrat

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost now, for 9.15.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
'«tops, in nice condition, for 94.1.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for tes.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for • 115, worth $140.

Paris,

Send Democrat to.

Send Farmer to.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

W. J.

Signed

RILMNflR BLOCK,

Bankrupt's

NOTE.

fnlnr

«-illfh P«rt«.

Petition for Discharge.

may be sent to different
addre88As if desired

The

Papers

ν

§

)
IIENRY Κ Κ UK,
} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )

In the matter of

To the How. Clarence Hale, .Jmine of the IM»·
tri et Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
KERR, of Parle, In tbe County
of Oxford, ami State of Maine, In

SENRY

'■creu

an

ω·

|ί·»|»ι··

-·.

property,

and ha« fully compiled with all the requirement*
of said Acte and of the orders of Conrt touching
hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted bτ law from such discharge.
Dated this 12th day of December, A. D. 1904.

QUAKER RANGE

HKN'R> KERR, I'.ankrupt

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOX.
district op Maine, ss.
On this 17th day of Dec., A. D. 1904, on readIt Is
ing the foregoing petition,
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing l»e had
on the 6th day of Jan., A. D.
same
the
upon
1005, before said Court at Portland, In said Dl*·
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxfont Democrat, a newspaper printed In sal·! District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
I.
prayer of said petitioner sh hi Id not be grante
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad·
Iressed to them at their places of residence a/
slated.
Witness the Hon. Clabence Hale, Judge or
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 17th day of Dec-, A. D.
I «04.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. IIEWEY. Clerk.

Wanted.

buy quantity of White Ash
wood in the bolt or log to be deliver·
"Did you ask her father'· consent to
ed on car<< at ?outh Pari· Station.
your marriage?"
«•I did."
A PLEASANT PILL.
Highest cash price paid for same.
"How did you côme out?"
All confidence Is dangerous if It Is not For information
aa
and
inquire of
Pill
la
m
No
I
to
"This
one
It Is better
pleasant
positive
thing
say:
"Quick!"
entire. We ought on most occasions to
ARTHUR HEBBARD,
do," than to say: "These forty things I DeWitt'e Little Early Risen. DeWitt's speak all or conceal all. We have alLittle Early Risers are ao mild and efdabble in."
When you feel like sighing—alng,
Norway, Maine.
secrets
fective that children, delicate ladies and ready too much disclosed our
Slghing^will never pleasure bring,
one
think
from whom we
any
AU articles to be fried should be thor- weak people enjoy their cleansing effect, to a man
Learn to laugh, you can laugh and
while strong people say they are She beat single circumstance'la to be conceal- Kodol
Cure
oughly dried and slightly warmed.
laugh right
liver pilla sola. Sold by Ϋ. ▲. Shurtleff ed.—Broyer*.
By taking Rooky Mountain Tea at night
mi
lit·
whet
I
Λ
fin
Do
not
use ι
y
Dlgteti
inty dishcloth.
Orin Storm; ». ▲. Sfcutlefl* Co.
—

AND

CATARRH

Matched Hard Wood

«OaMNV.

The Oxford Democrat

Nasal

Planing, Sawing

MWTMMI

ATTENTION FARMERS!

SOUTH PARIS.

.Nichols St.,

CASTORIA

old

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

L. M. TUFTS,

"

s

jjllMS

.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

F,

h

TM·

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

✓

I

S

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Mouldings "L

ID. W.

hi <i ii

Dos)

G adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

High

■

I

NEW YORK.
Alb

Mats, Mirrors

good enough for us to use,
compelled to return them. I
don't believe he has made a dollar by his

I

Facsimile Signature of

hatf,

and Pictures,

are
we are

■

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

Picture Frames

hardly

j

Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-

Γιοη. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Portland, Me

at the contents.
The oldest mouse said he must have
α taste of that stuff, for he was sure
It must be jjood. and it was kept away
up on the top of the desk, and he had
heard the children forbidden to touch

j

low

Ag.nt,

Franklin

get

I

as

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

IbkuuSJ*-

....

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India VVhatf, Boston,
daily except Sun-lay, at 7 p. m.

of

jèmteafOUa-SWUnJtïQBl
Seed/"
^1»t·
JLcSmut**

REDUCED RATES.
#1 00.
Porllnnd (ο Boston,
91.00
Kin erooms,

that everything was all right that
they lieeaute careless. There was a
buttle always standing on the desk in
the library that looked very tempting,
bnt the hole In the top of It was so
suiall that they had never been able to

Signature

nessandRest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not narcotic,

Portland Division.

sure

Bears the

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·

Eastern Steamship Company.

j

Always Bought

ÀVegetable Preparation for As

so

Could Afford to Write.
O. Henry, the story writer, says that
he recently was in the office of a leading
magazine when a young fellow called
ana asked about two stories that he had
he would keep on
left with the editor a week before. The It. And every night
stories were returned to him, and he talking about the good stuff in the botwent away dejectedly.
tle until finally one night be made up
After the man was gone the editor re- his miml he would have a taste, let
marked: '*1 feel sorry for that young happen what would.
He came to New York from New
man.
Ko he gave the bottle a little push and
Orleans about a year ago, and regularly
over it fell, with mucilnge running out
has brought stories into our office. While
of it nud over Mr. Mouse until his legs
the stories possess some merit, they
he

j

The Kind You Have

THE ENTHE TRUE L. r. RENEWS
ERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
STRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND

since there is not the spring that there is
in wood to take up the impact of the
train wheels, or where a spring is provided it is difficult to keep the ballast in
proper condition. Still, these are difficulties which can be overcome, must be
overcome, as time goes on.
This will eventually form a new outlet
for the steel industry. It would tax the
resources of the country to supply ties
in a short time, but as the change wi'l be
gradual the demand can be met. They
have the advantage of being safer, as
they can be made practically indestructible, while many of the accidents that
iiappen so frequently are due to rotten
ties which allow the rails to spread.
Anything that makes the rails travel
safer is to be welcomed. We have the
greatest systems in the world; indeed,
our mileage almost equals that of the
rest of the world, but we have not yet
made railroading as safe as possible.

and

For Infants and Children.

the
1 wish to my a few worda In pral·· erf It
True 'L. F.' Atwood'a Bitters. I havetaken
round
best all
(or years and find It to b· the
waa fj"11"*
laxative medicine I can get. I

big

time.

CUSTOM

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
TO MANKIND

A BOON

—

'*

NORWAY,

ί4τίΤίτη^

MASONIO BLOCK,
«

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

χ

Licensed Taxidermist,

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any R. R. Station from Pownalto Bethel,
the coming ν ear.
E.W. PENLBY, West Pans.

DAY, Bryant's

horseback.

391.—Geographical I'nsale.

NASH,

WANTED.

J. M.
30, 1904.

#2.

From 1 to 2, a poet; from 3 to 4. one
of his poems.
Crosswords: 1. Moving one way and
the other. 2. Calling anything to mind.
3. An old time industry for women. 4.
Associates in any business or occupaΓ». Score cards. 0. Disposed to
tion.
7.
associate only with one's clique.
Certain kinds of puzzles. 8. A military

ir

Telephone Connection.

application.

«

—

f

by F. A. S hurtle Γ Λ Co.

J. WALDO

and

disposition's
said, "She surely Alls the

she

slang

But

;

her

Her hair Is
Her husband

E. C. DeWitt { Co.. Chlcage

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

skins of animals.
to α watchman.

Ho. 387.—Presidential Anafrania.
1. Ash win tong, 2. Clin Ion. 3. An
trg. 4. Sore let vo. 5. My eel ink.

Λ

Witch-Hazel

Steel Tie· Contins.
(Philadelphia Inquirer.)
At last the railroads of the country
are taking tip the subject of ateel tie· in
earnest and will experiment to secure
th£ most approved design. This la an

|

We hare been so
of necessity.
The Proper Way to Wash the Face. act
with onr timber that the supprodigal
«offer
ten
who
of
out
"Nine
girl·
every
No. 3Ηβ·—Addition·.
ply is fast running out. The demand is
from bad complexions ruin their faces now for more than 100,000,000 ties a
Add the same syllable to each word
and
not
cleansing
washing
when
through
year, and the time is approaching
atd chauge u luetbod of breathing lato
them in a proper manner." This some- the country cannot stand the drain on
an adjunct of a kitchen.
what startling remark was made to the the forests. There are few aorea which
Change a small child to a company of writer by a beauty specialist well known will yield 100 ties, so that 1,000,000 acres
•Oldlers.
among society ladies.
are drained annually. True, there is a
The face should be carefully washed constant new
Change an article of wearing apparel
growth, but it is not in
morning and night and at least once or proportion to the consumption.
to part of a church.
the day. Before touching
twice
Steel ties are not new. They are used
Chauge a period of time to an article the during
face in the morning, wash the hands
very largely in Europe, especially in
of food.
the
water
in
the
and
having changed
timber is scarce arid very
Change to exist to a badge of servi- bowl take the hands and rub well over Italy, where
valuable. They have not been wholly
tude.
the face. For morning and daytime
satisfactory in the past, but improveBut the ments have been
Change a kind of wave to a science.
ablutions have the water cold.
made, so that the time
face bath at night should, in order to is at handwhen
Change a musical note to a boat.
they will be generally
Change a girl's name to an aid to remove oil Impurities from the skin, be introduced in this country. They last
For it much
a little more thorough than this.
than
wood, but are more
prayer.
longer
use warm water and pure soap and scrub
Change an animal to an East ludian
expensive and are harder on the rail,

DeWitt
Winchester,

W. H.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

To

a

Dyspepsia

...-.J

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

50 cts.Down

,nd

they

are

without bolts.

50 cts.

»

put

w«k >t

Variety Star·, Norway.
----

J

